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The combined gas-steam turbine cycles studied typically uses
four 1478°K.(2200 0F),12	 to l gas turbines which exhaust into modular
heat recovery steam generators. 	 A single suberitical steam turbine
generator bottoms these units.	 The cycle parametric investigations are
based on the use of clean distillate from coal as fuel.	 Specific
arrangements are also evaluated which include, the firing of low-Btu gas i
from an integrated coal gasifier. 'Both reheat and nonreheat steam
cycles are considered.
	
Induction of supplementary steam into the turbine
cycle at one or two temperatures below the throttle pressure is also
considered, the first into the cold reheat piper and, if used, the second t
into the crossover 	 pipe between the IP and LP turbines.* Low pressure
steam inductions provides a closer fit between the gas turbine exhaust
gag cooling curve and the water-steam heating curve and result in a lower
stack gas temperature.	 Typically, the use of steam induction can add 2
or 3 points to the plant 	 cycle efficiency.
The 16.547 MPa/811°K/ 811°K (2400 psi/1000°F/1000°F) reheat
steam cycle with an unfired boiler and two steam inductions after the	 -
_ e	 o	 efficient cycle investigated.	 This steamthrottle is	 th  m st	 fp ant with	 g	 p
a 1478°K (2200°F) gas turbine burning clean distillate from coal and a
16.7°K (30°F) approach of the exhaust gas to the saturation throttle steam
' temperature in the boiler	 achieves '-a cycle efficiency of about 48%. 	 This
l is a 20% reduction in heat rate compared to the oil burning all-steam
plant with similar design sophistication.'
+f	 Post firing of the boiler of a combined gas-steam turbine cycle
-is found to increase the net plant power output but, in general, to worsen
efficiency.
induction of 206.8 kPa (30 psi) abs steam into the low prussure turlsine






` Combined cycle efficiancy improves significantly as the gas
_.
turbine inlet temperature is increased. At a turbine inlet temperature
I f
of 1478°K (2200°F), an efficiency improvement of 2 points/55.6°h (100°F)
increase in turbine inlet temperature is found.	 This tapers to about
1 point/55.6°K (100°F) at turbine inlet temperatures of 1700°K (26000F).
4	 >:
A gas turbine pressure ratio of about 12 to 1 is close to
op." Lmum for thesecombined cycles at all gas turbine inlet temperatures
studied.
The 783 MWe combined cycle.plant burning,.low-Btu gas from an
integrated coal gasifier is found to Have an efficiency of 	 42.3% compared
to 46..2% for the corresponding clean distillate burning plant. 	 The coal
using plant has a_ capitalization of $497/kW, just double that of the
distillate burning plant.	 Nevertheless, ,the -cost of electricity from the
coal using plant is6.75 mills/MJ (24.3'mills/kWh) compared to 7.68 mills/ l
MJ (27.65 mills/kWh) for the distillate burning plant due to the difference
in fuel cost [$0.806/MJ ($0.85/10 6 Btu) for coal compared to $2.46/mi
i ($2.60/106 Btu) for clean distillate from coal). 	 Coal using combined cycle
























6.	 COMBINED GAS-STEAM TURBINE CYCLES
6.1	 State of the Art
6.1.1	 Supercharged Boiler Combined Cycles
The first combined steam and gas turbine power plants were of
the supercharged boiler type.	 About 40 supercharged builer _combined"
cycles were built in the 1930 to 1940 era by Brown Boveri, with capacities
of up to 30 MW (References 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3).
	
The first exhaust boiler
combined cycles were constructed about 1950, and their application has
M^V
-progressed at a relatively consistent rate up to the present day.
A supercharged boiler cycle is. more efficient than an exhaust'
boiler cycle when it is advantageous to fire the boiler; an unfired ex-
haust boiler combined cycle is the more efficient when power from the gas
turbine and ,lower generated by recovered heat is obtained at higher effi-
ciency than power produced by firing the boiler (Reference 6.4).	 Thus,
low-temperature, less efficient ; gas turbines favor fired supercharged
F boiler cycles;; and higher-temperature, more efficient gas turbines favor
unfired exhaust boiler cycles.
	 The thermodynamic transition where the
more efficient system changes from supercharged to exhaust boiler cycle F
is at a gas turbine firing temperature of about 1200°K (1700°F).
a The thermodynamic superiority of the supercharged boiler cycle-
with lower-temperature gas turbines resulted in much attention being
given to this cycle in the 1950s (References 6.5 through 6.10). 	 The
supercharged boiler cycle requires a boiler that is completely different
from a conventional boiler and a somewhat special gas turbine. 	 It is im-
possible to operate the steam and gas turbines of a supercharged combined
cycle separately.	 These disadvantages discouraged development of super-_
charged boilers in this country, except for a few naval vessels where the







In Europe, where industrial gas turbine firing temperatures are
,
lower than in the United States, supercharged boilers are still receiving
attention.	 At Lunen, Germany, a supercharged boiler combined cycle of r
170 MW is in operation, and a 400 MW plant is being planned by the same
company (Reference 6.12). 	 It is reported from Russia that several"com-,
bined cycles with supercharged boilers have been constructed up to 200 MW
" in size (References 6.13 and 6.14).
Combustion of coal and residual oil in pressurized fluid beds-
s
of limestone and dolomite is being advocated as a means of capturing the
sulfur in the fuels.- The fluid beds are contained in a form of super-
charged boiler supplied with compressed air from a gas turbine compressor
driven by an expander.	 The products of combustion in the boiler exhaust
to the atmosphere through the expander, thus driving the 'compressor and
producing useful power. 	 Efficiency improvements possible with this
li
system are small because fluid bed combustor operating temperatures are
limited by the desulfurization reaction.	 The dusty effluent from the bed 1;
poses significant problems.
	
Plans currently exist for a demon",}tratlon
plant project"to evaluate this type of system.
j
6.1.2	 Exhaust Boiler Combined Cycles sx^
i Up to about 1965, combined cycles were viewed as a means of im-
proving the efficiency of base-load plants and, in this era, gas turbine
firing temperatures favored boiler firing.
p
^f
As stated earlier, the supercharged boiler cycle was the more
efficient cycle at the gas turbine temperatures prevailing in the early
^f 1960s.	 The exhaust boiler cycle, however, has the advantage'of using a
relatively normal boiler design, and the capability for separate operation { _
of the gas turbine and steam portions of the combined cycle.
	 These advan-
tages of the exhaust, boiler cycle outweighed any thermodynamic advantage y
of the supercharged boiler cycle and confined serious consideration of
' combined ;cycles to the exhaust boiler cycle only.,
In the early designs, emphasis was on low excess air-fired
boiler combined cycles, as examplified by the Horseshoe Lake unit of
6-Z
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Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company (References 6.15 and 6.16) and the
San Angelo Station of West Texas Utilities (References 6.17 tht;ough 6.21). i
Plants of this type offer efficiency improvements of 5 to 10%; but at the
low cost of natural gas prevailing in the 1960s, savings of this order
,- were generally regarded as insufficient . to justify the selective fuel re-
quirements 'of gas turbines, and few combined cycles were ordered by the
utility companies.
The plants referenced above include gas turbines with base-load
firing temperatures of 1061 and 1089°K (1450 and 1500 °F) and steam condi-
tions of 9 .997 and 12 . 41 HPa (1450 and 1:900 psi) gauge, 811 0 K ( 1000°F),
-
with reheat of 811°K (1000°F)..	 Both plants operate on natural; gas at
efficiencies equivalent to about 39 % on oil.
The availability and reliability of these and other similar
combined cycles have, in some cases, been better than comparable conven-
tional ' plants.
A need has always existed for small, high -efficiency, economi-
cal power plants. 	 Small size is unfavorable to high steampressure con-
ditions, and low-pressure steam is relatively inefficient.	 As a result,
.
t small-size steam power plants are relatively inefficient and of high
specific cost.	 Gas turbines are relatively low in cost in the required
small size and, in combined cycles, offer good efficiency.
	 Firing the r	 (`
boiler ofa small combined cycle is unattractive because the plant caps-
} city is increased thereby, and the objective of a small capacity plant is
r
violated.	 To satisfy these various requirements, designs were evolved
- for combined cycles of the highest possible efficiency with.unfired
boilers.	 With an unfired boiler and single steam pressure, the heat sink
for the exhaust gas below saturation temperature is insufficient to K
absorb all potentially useful heat.	 This otherwise wasted heat can be
employed to raise useful steam at a lower pressure and a lower saturation
i temperature than the main steam; and, therefore, multipressure steam
cycles have become common for combined cycles with unfired or lightly









Fig. 6. 1 — Westinghouse PACE combined cycle power plant
7
rAbout 1970, a need developed for utility power plants to gene-
rate midrange capacity; that is, for power which is required in daytime
during midweek but is not required at night or weekends.
	
Plants to
supply this power are required to start and stop daily.	 Steam plants	 -
' with high-pressure and high-temperature steam conditions have been found
unsatisfactory in this service-because of-high stand -by costs when kept'
' hot, or high start-up costs when started slowly
	 to minimize thermal
gradients and cracking of casings.
r4 Nonreheat steam plants with lower pressure and temperature
x
-steam are better suited to this cycling service, but efficiency is poor. a
The combination of gas turbines with nonreheat steam turbines provides
J" an obvious and well suited midrange power plant with excellent efficiency
and good tolerance to cycling.
Many combined cycles of this general type are in service or on ,
order.	 Oil-fired combined cycles with nonreheat steam turbines and un-
fired or lightly fired boilers are approaching 39% efficiency, and plants
on order with higher-temperature gas turbines are expected to exceed 42%
= efficiency firing clean distillate oil.
	 Figure 6.1 shows the Westinghouse
N
PACE(Power at Combined Efficiency) plant installed at the Comanche Station
of Public Service of Oklahoma.
	 It has been in service since early 1974.
w
_
6.1.3	 Industrial Combined Cycles{ti
k- The potential for plant efficiency improvements from the com-
bination of a process steam plant with a• gas turbine are most attractive
to unregulated industrial companies.
	 Gas turbines have been added to t
produce both electric power and process steam.
	 Industrial companies were
quick to adopt the combined cycle concept. For many years the capacity
of combined cycles in the service of the petrochemical industry greatly
exceeded electrical utility capacity (Reference 6.22).
6.1.4	 Combined-Cycle Boilers
t
Combined cycles which used gas turbines with firing temperatures
lower than about 1144 °K (1600°F) provided the highest efficiency with
6-5
-	 is
boiler firing.	 The boilers in these plants were similar to conventional
..
boilers for all steam power plants, with the air preheaters replaced by
low-temperature economizers. 	 As in conventional boilers, fuel was fired t
to use 90% of the oxygen in the combustion air (Reference 6.23).
^_. In conventional boilers	 maximum heat transfer rates are
limited by steam blanketing, inside the `tubes ' and by tube metal tempera-
4
' tures ._ Tube spacing, gas velocities, and furnace volumes are limited by
this consideration.	 With this situation, there is no advantage to be a
gained from increasing the gas -side surface area of tubes by using an ex-
tended surface; conventional boilers use plain tubes, except in some
cases where extended surface tubes are used in the cooler regions of
{ economizers.
About 1960, a need developed in industry for boilers to recover
the heat from gas turbine exhaust to raise steam for industrial process
use.- These heat recovery boilers were required to recover heat fzom ex-
haust gas between the gas turbine exhaust of 700 to
	
811°K (800	 to
1000°F) and about 422 0K (300°F).	 If the heat recovery boiler is fired,
the top temperature may reach 1089°K (1500°F).	 Traditional boiler de-
signs with bare tubes resulted in a very large tube footage because of
the low heat transfer rate on the gas side and the small available log t .
mean temperature difference.
	 Boilers made with bare tubes for this ap-
plication were, consequently, both large and extremely costly..
	 As a t
result, some smaller boiler manufacturers developed special boiler designs
for this service, using. externally finned tubes.
	 The extended ,, surface in-
creases the heat transfer area on the gas -side surface (outsi .de),of the
y
tubes significantly and permits a substantial reduction in the footage of
tube required in the boilers (References 6.24 and 6.25).
	 During the
1960s, heat recovery boilers with extended surface were extensively , "m
adopted by the chemical process industry.
	 The larger utility boiler manu- { ..
facturers subsequently adopted extended surface tubes for the low-
-s
temperature economizers of combined
-cycle boilers.-
By 1970, combined cycles with little or no firing of the boilers -j
were on order for midrange utility applications.
	 The low gas temperatures f
6-6
through the boilers favored finned tubes, which are now used throughout
the typical combined-cycle boiler.
X1:5 - Current_ S" atus of-Com-b­ine3 `Cycles- 
The current emphasis on clean fuel for environmental reasons,
and the high cost of fuel in general, has placed a premium on efficient
power generation.	 The situation in combined cycles today is similar to
-	 that in the 1960s, with the emphasis still on efficiency but with a much
higher efficiency required because of the relatively higher cost of fuel.-
The higher inlet and outlet temperatures of present-day gas
turbines has shifted the optimum combination of gas and steam turbines	 r	 =a
from fired to unfired boilers. 	 With respect to the steam system, the 	 t
reheat cycle is the most efficient and economical cycle today, as it was
!T
in 1960.	 The optimum high-efficiency combined cycles of the futuxe will
'consist of gas turbines exhausting to unfired boilers producing and re-
heating steam for a reheat steam turbine.
	 Throttle steam pressures will





To make full recovery of the heat in the gas turbine exhaust at
	
f
best' efficiency,` supplementary steam will be 'raised at lower than throttle
pressure, superheated, and inducted into the steam turbine as has been
'	 -demonstrated in several existing combined cycles.
	 All facets of combined
-;cycles to the above specification havebeen demonstrated, although with
t
relatively lower steam conditions and smaller equipment size than those
suggested for future designs.
6.2 : Description of Parametric Points to Be Evaluated
All of the combined-cycle studies were carried out for the ex-	 4
haust boiler cycle arrangements with the ranges of parametric point
values illustrated in Table 6.1.	 Over 90 parametric points have been
identified for investigation of variations in _gas turbine, steam turbine,
and heat recovery steam generator parameters.	 Variations of the fuels
6-7
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1. All blank spaces have same value as Base Case A unless otherwise noted
2. Gas turbine blade cafing configurations
1. Turbine .dries and Wades air cooled
2. Turbine vanes ceramic, blades air cooled
3. Turbine vanes cerama. blades ceramic
3. Or as limited by approarh temperature
4. Steam induction utilired tow temperature heat
5 Supplementary firing for gas turbine inlet temperature 2000°F
0,q BSIODZO
Table 4 1—Combined gas-steam turbine cycles
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(all coal derived) are considered, with principal emphasis placed on two
fuels:_ 	low-Btu gas and distillate derived from coal. 	 This distinction
forms one basis for the identifying two base cases. 	 Base Case A incor-
porates an integrated, low-Btu gasification plant; Base Case B is fueled
by liquid distillate from coal.
N-- Most Base Case A parameters were selected to investigate a -
moderate, but distinct, extension beyond current state-of-the-art
' combined-cycle design practice. 	 The gas turbine parameters selected in-
clude an inlet temperature of 1478°K (2200°F) and a compressor pressure
ratio of 12 to 1, and utilize advanced convection/impingement air-cooled
wanes and blades.	 The steam plant selected utilizes a reheat cycle with
'	
k`r
steam conditions of 16.547 MPa/811°K/811°K (2400 psig/1000°F/1000°F) and',
td
a single low-pressure steam induction (the admission of low-pressure"and
' low-temperature steam into the stea,n turbine at an appropriate admission
point).	 The heat recovery steam generator is unfired and utilizes
parallel superheater and reheater sections followed by 11P evaporator,
economizer, and LP evaporator sections. 	 The plant utilizes an integrated
low-Btu gasification system operating on Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal. -
^ fL The system, patterned after the on-going ERDA Process Demonstration Unit
(PDU) program at the Westinghouse Waltz Mill, Pennsylvania site, utilizes
a fluidized bed system with in-bed desulfurization. 	 A schematic of the
Base Case A cycle arrangement is shown in Figure 6.2.	 J
The Base Case 'B power plant cycle arrangement is•shown in
f Figure 6.3.	 This plant differs principally from the Base Case A plant 	 _ A
e
with regard to fuel and '<steam ' cycle arrangements.	 The fuel selecte,d for
,
this plant is a coal-derived distillate from the H-Coal process, and the
steam turbine utilizes an 8.610 MPa / 783°K (1250 ' psig/950°F) nonreheat in-
duction design similar to that used in current commercial combined-cycle
( plants.	 The heat recovery steam generator arrangement consists of a
superheater, HP evaporator, economizer, and LP evaporator with deaerator
feedwater system.
	
The gas turbine parameters, with the exception of the
fuel, are identical to those of Base Case A:
PRLO11t ING1 _ =.;S v `;^ ?^I	 NOT FILMLU
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Fig. 6.3 — Mass and heat balance schematic - Base Case B nonreheat
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Additional studies have been identified in the areas of alter-
_
native steam turbine throttle conditions, heat recovery steam generator -
supplementary firing, and steam turbine induction. 	 The general cycle
1 schematic pertaining to these arrangements is given in Figure 6.4	 This
•
arrangement is of a'general nature and allows for various combinations
of'feedwater heater arrangements, steam inductions at steam turbine s
. reheat and crossover points, and supplementary firing of the heat re-
covery steam generator.
As shown in Table 6.1, the parametric, point variations have
been grouped according to investigations of steam turbine parameter
(throttle condition) variations, heat recovery steam generator parameter
aF
variations, and gas turbine parameter variations.- The alternative, steam
conditions under consideration, in addition to Base Gases A and B, are
( 9.997 MPa/811°K (1450 psig/1000°F) nonreheat, and 9.997 MPa/811°K/8110K
F _(1450 psig/1000°F/1000°F) and 12.411 MPa/811°K/811°K (1800 psig/1000°F/ '
1000°F) reheat steam cycle plants.
The steam generator parameter studies have been identified for
investigation with both the cycle arrangements of Base Cases A and B.
a
:ad	 ,
The Base Case A arrangement, however, incorporates an integrated low-Btu
gasificaton
a	 basis for 	 therefore, and gto'avoide theocumbersome
ain
aspect of performing parametric' variations with a gasification plant, a
modification of Base Case A, designated as Reference Case C, has been {^
( defined.	 This arrangement, shown schematically in Figure 6.5, duplicates
4a
the Base Case A arrangement exactly except for omitting the low-Btu gasi-
fication system.	 Using the Reference Case C and Base Case B arrangements, -`
r
variations of evaporator approach temperature difference have been made r
from the base case value of 16.7°K (30°F) to 8.3 and 22.2°K (15 and 40°F).
1	 -	 - Boiler gas-side pressure drop ratios of 4>and 6% have been identified as
variations and feedwater temperatures of 378 and 411°K;(220 and 280°F)
have been set for comparison with the base case value of 394°K (2500F).





has been selected for comparison with the base case wet tower method.
As both Reference Case C and Base Case B include a single, low-Pressurei_
steam induction, the omission of this induction for each system has also r
I been set up as a parametric variation.
As mentioned earlier, several additional cases are included
(although not shown explicitly<on_Table 6.1) for-a more general study of
the use of steam induction.	 These cases have been setup in conjunction
i with the cycle model of Figure 6.4. 	 This model has also been identified
for use in the investigation of a heat recovery steam generator system}
with four-level supplementary firing for both the reheat and nonreheat
i steam cycle arrangements.
-'" The gas turbine parameter variations identified in Table 6.1
for study with both Base Case A (Reference Case C arrangement) and Base
Case B include both turbine inlet temperature and compressor pressure
1
ratio.	 Turbine inlet temperature values of 1255, 1366, 1478, 1589, and
1700°K (1800, 2000,<2200, 2400, and 2600°F) have been identified for -?
study.	 Compressor pressure ratios of 8, 12, 16, and 20 have been,
selected.	 In all cases advanced impingement and convection air-cooled
.µ
blades and vanes are assumed.
s
The final category of parametric variations identified in
Table 6.1 applies to the variation of gas turbine parameters of Base
{ Case A for the reheat steam cycle only.
	
In this category are included
i variations of gas turbine blade-cooling systems, including the use of r
Iceramic
"




Parametric variations of these cooling systems have been selected with
variations in compressor pressure ratio from 8 to 20 at a constant tur-
bine inlet temperature of 1478°K (2200°F).
	
The use of high-Btu coal-
derived fuel gas has been identified for a,system calculation in addition
to the low-Btu gas and clean distillate from coal-burning systems.`
Variations of the low-Btu gasification plant have been identified for
study with a variation in turbine inlet temperature from 1255 to 1589°K













As with the recuperated open• = system described itt,cyclei
Section 5 of this report, most of the parametric point efficiency calcu-
lations for the gas-steam combined cycles were performed using the
Westinghouse-developed OPTCYC computer program.	 Essentially, the same 
assumpt ions are made re atdin	 calculation of the	 as turbine p ortion ofP	 g r g 	 S	 P
,
the combined cycle. 	 These include specification of ambient conditions,
compressor efficiency, gas turbine section cooling-flow usage, and the
coal-derived distillate fuel properties.'
Following calculation of the gas turbine performance, the fr
combined-cycle part of the program next performs a mass and energy balance
} between gas turbine exhaust gas and each heat exchanger in the heat re-
' covery steam generator (refer to Figures 6.2 and 6.3)-.	 This system con-
sists of a deaerator, low-pressure boiler, economizer, evaporator,
i
_t superheater, and reheater (the latter is bypassed for a nonreheat`cycle).
f Boiler'feedwater•heating is accomplished by the single deaerator receiv-
ing heat from the low-pressure boiler as well as from the economizer re-
circulation.	 Additional heat is obtained by extracting steam from the F
low-pressure steam turbine, if necessary.
	 On the other hand, excess low-
pressure steam can be inducted into the LF steam turbine to produce
power.	 The program uses expansion lines of actual steam turbines to cal-
culate performance. -Thus, moisture content, exhaust loss, and end load-
ing are all properly considered.
	 With the steam flow and enthalpy known,
the,steam turbine power is computed and added to the gas turbine power. A
The net output of the combined plant is obtained after deducting mechani-
cal and generator losses as well as plant auxiliary power requirements.
F The auxiliary power includes such items as boiler feed pump, circulating
pumps, lube and fue3 pumps, and cooling tower fan power.
	 Based on the
higher heating value of the fuel, combined plant efficiency is calculatedi {
and displayed against combined plant specific power based on compressor 1
inlet airflow.
When a low-Btu gas fuel is used, the gasification subsystem is









r' system.	 As mentioned earlier, the Westinghouse Advanced Fluidized Bed
process, currently being developed under ERDA contract, was assumed for
this purpose.	 Process steam is extracted from cold reheat point after r
the HP steam turbine 	 and 	 process air is bled from the combustor shell.
r It acquires a higher pressure, dictated by the gasification system pres-
sure drop-, via a booster compressor.
	
A recuperator is used to alleviate
the duties of the cooler and the booster compressor and raise the tem-
perature of the process air 'before it enters the gasifier.	 In this case,
the auxiliary power further includes the booster compressor power as well ,_	 n
as all auxiliaries in the gasification system. 	 Similarly, the heat from
the spent sorbent oxidizer and cooler are recovered through the steam
' turbine and feed heating.	 Thus, the net combined plant efficiency repre-
sents the overall conversion of coal feed to electricity.
' As indicated in Section 5.1, although current production dry-
type combustors (that is, combustors not utilizing_ water injection tech-
niques) will pose potential problems with regard to NO	 emissions at high
x
turbine inlet temperature burning conventional fuels, Task l calculations
were performed
,
 without water injection for NO
	 control.	 There are two 4«
x
reasons for this choice.	 First, we believe that several advanced combus-
1 tioin concepts (staged, premixed, and catalytic combustion) with proper
development'effort will yield satisfactory operation on conventional-type
is fuels without water injection.	 Second, the principal fuel under consid-
I
eration (the coal-derived distillate from the-H-coal process) has proper-
ties very similar to conventional petroleum-based distillate fuel.
	 For
j combustion of low-Btu gas, calculations have indicated the NO 	 problem to
X 
be potentially much less severe than with distillate fuels.
For the cases involving steam induction, various assumptions
were made regarding induction steam condition and the location of induc-
(3
tion, into the steam turbine.
	 For the base case steam cycle conditions,
induction steam was generated at the deaerator pressure of 207-kPa
(30 psi) abs and inducted through `a special supply manifold at this Ares-
r
4	 ^







pipe between the IP and IP st ,aam turbines, no special manifold is re-
_
quired.
y The quantities of induction steam were obtained by heat balance
3 between the gas-side exits from the induction steam evaporator and the
next higher evaporator.	 For given assumptions of steam conditions and
approach temperatures, there is a unique solution for the HP and induc-
tion steam quantities. pp^
The feedwater temperature leaving the closed heaters and enter-
ing the deaerator is established by a heat balance below the LP evapora-
tor which results in a gas temperature entering the stack of 411°K'(280°F)^°'
and a water temperature entering the economizer of 394°K (250°F)
Variations of supplementary firing in the heat recovery steam
:	 { generator covered the range from no firing to the maximum for efficient
'	 I combustion with the oxygen in the vitiated exhaust of the gas turbine.-
Supplementary firing increases the proportion of available heat fi
k
in the boiler above the saturation temperature of the steam and, there-
fore, the quantity of high-pressure steam.	 At a supplementary firing
temperature of 1033°K (1400°F), the feedwater for the high-pressure steam
absorbs all the heat available below the evaporator and no heat remains
to generate induction steam. 	 The first level of boiler firing was
selected at the point where no induction steam is generated.
Firing to a higher temperature results in a deficiency of heat k'
in the economizer, which would result in a reduced feedwater temperature
jrise,	 This deficiency is corrected by heating a portion of the feedwater n
in a train of extraction feedwater heaters, as shown in the general cal-
_.
culation model, Figure 6.4.
	 The maximum level of supplementary firing
;
investigated was the case of 10% excess air.
	 In this case, 356 of the
feedwater is heated by the stack gas in a low economizer, and 65% of the
_. feedwater is heated in the extraction feedwater heaters.
	
An intermediate
level of boiler firing is calculated where the quantities of feedwater





Definitions regarding gas turbine parameters and assumed values
are identical to those (with the exception of recuperator and intercooler r
definitions) described in Section 5.3 of this report. 	 For the additional i
combined-cycle components, typical component efficiencies, loss values, tt.
'- and auxiliary power requirements consistent with current Westinghouse
" design practice have been used. v'
Additional definitions pertaining to the 'steam section of the
combined gas-steam cycle are as follows:'
s;
•	 Steam turbine throttle pressure - nominal steam pres-
sure at the main turbine stop valve 2
r •	 Steam turbine throttle temperature - nominal steam
temperature at the main turbine stop valve
•	 Steam turbine reheat temperature - nominal steam tem-
perature at the intermediate pressure (IP) turbine
inlet section
e	 Boiler gas-side pressure drop - `, exhaust gas pressure
drop from gas turbine section outlet to heat recovery
steam generator exhaust
'f •	
Evaporator approach temperature difference - minimum
r
temperature difference between exhaust gas stream and
high-pressure steam saturation temperature k
•	 Superheater approach temperature difference - tempera- 3.
ture difference between gas turbine exhaust tempera-
ture and maximum superheater steam temperature
temperature•	 Reheater approach temperature difference -
difference between gas turbine exhaust temperature and
maximum reheated steam temperature
•	 Pressure drop drum to throttle -pressure drop between
heat recovery steam generator, high-pressure steam drum
,






i•	 Pressure drop (feedheater) - pressure drop between
y condensate pump and deaerator section P
"	 •	 Pressure drop (economizer water) - pressure drop be- }
tweenboiler feed pump and steam drum
i `: •
	 Induction - the process ofintroducing reduced pares-
f- sure steam into the steam turbine at-a location
! downstream of the main stop valve.
6.4	 Results of the Parametric Study
An expanded form of the parametric point tabulation is given
y ; in Table 6.2-	 In this listing the parametric points are numbered for
a	
{ convenient reference and cover the ranges of values of the parameters
` identified in the summary Table 6.1.
Point l applies to Base Case A, and Point 2 corresponds to Base
Case B..	 In Points 3,'4, and 5 the effects of varying steam throttle con-`
ditions are considered.
	 Point 6,,' originally ,specified as a supercritical
24.132 MPa/811°K/811°K/811°K (3500 psig/1000°F/1000°F/1000°F), was not
calculated.	 Variations of steam generator and steam turbine parameters,
F including approach temperature differences, feedwater temperature, and
{ omission of the single low-pressure steam induction, were computed for a
Base Case A-type reheat steam cycle in Points 7 through 13.
	 The alterna-
tive heat rejection modes of once-through and dry-tower cooling are used
in conjunction with the reheat-type steam bottoming plant in Points 14 and
15, respectively.	 The use of supplementary firing of the heat recovery
steam generator has been investigated for Points 16 through 19;
	 These
studies apply to the.reheat`steam bottoming cycle with multiple induc-
_
i
tion	 as was shown in F igure 6.4'	 Ther	 	 parametric variations of Points 20
through 32 are directly analogous to the Points 7 through 19 variations,
1
with the only distinction being that they apply to the nonreheat-type
^ steam bottoming cycle of Base Case B shown in Figure 6.3.
For Points 33 through 52, attention is again given to the reheat
{










TABLE 6.2— GAS STEAM COMBINED CYCLE 	
a,q =srczo:	
a
Base Case A, Point 1; Base Case B, Point 2
Sheet I of 5
	




,.-	 Distillate	 X	 X	 X_
	






Inlet Temp.. °f	 2200 2200	 22011 22110 2200 2200 2200; . 2200.,, 2200 2200 2200
P	 ilb	 12	 12	 12	 12	 12	 12	 12	 12	 12 —I	 1	 1















It	 No	 No	 Nb	 ivu	 No	 No	 No	 No	 No	 2 rid3 rd
-Steam Generator
Pressure D	 AP/ P.%
	
_r _....	 _ .	 v
	
Gas Side	 S	 5	 5 Flo^ 5__	 „ 5	 5	 4	 6 , 5	 5.	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5
DrumtoThrottle	 10	 T 	 - 10	 10	 1	 10	 10	 10 ' 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 70	 10
	
Reheater	 10 	 10	 10	 10	 -10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10:	 10	 10	 0	
1
.	 Economizer	 10	 7	 1 	 ' 10	 !0	 10	 10^ 10	 10	 10	 10'.	 10	 10 	 10	 10	 10
z'	 Pinch Point AT °f
Evaporator	 30 30	 30	 30 30	 40	 30	 30 30 31 3p ' 30 30	 3D 30	 V
Su cheater	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 Sll' 50	 ^50	 50	 50	 50	 50
	
Reheater	 50	 50	 50	 50	 0	 0	 _1Q60_ 	 50
Feed Water Temp. °F	 250	 250	 250	 250	 220








a Turbine Vanes & Blades Air Cooled
Vanes Ceramic, Blades Air Cooled
Vanes Ceramic, Blades Ceramic
Vanes Ceramic, Blades Water Cooled
Q Or as Limited by Approach Temp.





4th Level 3260°f 	
t
d Steam Induction Utilizes Low Temp. Heal, 30psia Steam Induction Into LP Turbine
	
d
Steam Induction into Crossover Pipe
C; Steam Induction into Cold Reheat Pipe and Crossover Pipe









.2400 .24011. 2400 2400	 2400 -2400 2400 2400 2100	 2400
	





2	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000,_ 1000. ,1000 1000 1000: 1000 1000 1000 1000_, ]000.1000 	 1000
Second Reheat Temp.
Re
	 ' F _( 2)
UnceThro h








Parametric Point	 , 19 1	 20	 1 21	 1 22	 1 23	 1 24	 1 25	 1 26	 1 27 28 29	 1 30	 1 31	 1 32 33 34 35 36
Power Out td MW
Fuel








2200 2200 1 2200 1 220D 1 2200 1 22DD 1 2200 1 2200 1 2200 1 2200 1	 2200 1 2200 1 2200 1 2200 1800 18001 1800 1800
prg^e 2 12 12 1	 8	 i iz"1 16 20
a a a a a a a'
__
a' , a^" a a a a a a' 1	 a a
Steam Turbine
Throttle Press.	 s 2400 1250 1 I 1250 1250 1 1250 1250 1250 1250 1250 1250 1250 2400 2400 2400 4
ihrotile Tem .
	 °F 1000 950 950 950 950 950 950 950 950 950 950 950 950 '950 ]000 1000 1000 1000
First Reheat Tem 	 ° 1000 1000 1000 1000
Second Reheat Tem . 	 °F
Heat Rejection
Wet Tower` X	 X	 i	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 x-i	 X	 X	 X	 xX
Dry Towe 1 1 XOnceThmugh I I	 X
SLoplementary Firing (level) 4th No No I	 No I	 No I	 No I No I	 No I	 No I	 No I	 No 1 2nd 1 3 i I 4tti I	 No
Steam Generator
Pressure,D rw &PIP, x
Gas Side 5 5 5 4 6 5 5 5 5 S 5° 5 5 5 5 _ 5	 5 5
Drum toThrottle 10 T 7 7 7 1 7 1 7 7 7 1	 7 7 1	 7 10 1D 10 10
Reheate r 10 1	 IO 1	 10 1	 10 10
Economizer 10 1 7 7 7 7 7 t 1 7 7 7 7 7 1	 10 1_10 1	 10 10
Pinch Point AT, IF
Eva	 rator 15 40 30 30 30 30 30 30
Superheater 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 __2q 50 50 50
Reheater
JLJ50
Feed Water Temp., °F 1 250 1 220 1	 280 1 250 250 1 2% 1 250 1250 1	 250 1 250 250 ` 1 250 1	 250 '250






Parametric Point 1 31 39 40 41	 1	 42 1	 43 144 45 1 g 47 48	 1 49 1	 50 1	 51
Power Output, MWe
Fuel




Inlet TeMp., O F 2000 2000 2000 1	 2000 2200 1 2200 1 2200 1	 2200- 1-2400 2400 2400 2400 2600 2600 2600 2600 1800 1800
P	 sv_re	 ti 8 17 1 20 _ 8 12 16 20 8 12 16 20 8 12 16 8 12
- a a .a a a a a I	 an
_
I	 a (a) I	 ki) I	 a a a a a a a
Steam Turbine
Throttle Press.. osia 2400 2400 2400 _ 2400 T400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 240D 2400 2400 `2400' 2400 1250 1250
Throttle Tem .	 O F	 2 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 950 950
First Rehe	 em	 °F ]000 1000 1000 1000 '1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 10110: ]000 1000 1000 1000 1 1000
Second Reheat Tem .' 	 F
Heat ReLtton
Wet Tower X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 x - 1 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X
D	 Tower
Once Thm h_
Supplementary Firi	 (level) No No No No No No No No No t	 No No No No No No No I	 No I	 ryo
Steam Generator
Pressure I)MILAME S
Gas Side 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 S 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Drum to Th rattle 10 10 i0 10 10	 _ 10 10 ]0 10 10 10 10 10 10 TO ]0 7 1
Reheater 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 ]0 10 !0 10 i0 10 10 10 10
Economizer 10 l0 10 10 10 10 10 - 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 ]0 7 7
Pinch Point AT, IF
Evaporator 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
SSQerheater 50 50 50 50 1 50 50 50 : 50 50 50-' ' 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
Reheater 50 50 50 50
Feed Water Tem : 	 O F 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 1	 250 250 250 25f1 250


















Parametric Point 55	 1 56	 1 57	 1 58	 1	 59	 1 60	 1 61	 1 62	 1 63	 1 64	 1 65	 1 66	 1 67	 1 68	 1 69	 1 70 71	 1 7
Power Out ul MWe
Fuel



























CCdjFlC a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a`
Seam Turbine
ThmttlePre s.
Throttle Tem . 	 °f
First ReheatT






































Wet Tower x X 7 T X X X 7' X X- X X X X X X X
Dryjower
onceThrough
Supplementary Firim Oev II No I	 No No I	 No 1.	 Na I	 No I	 No I	 No I	 No I	 No I	 No I	 No 1	 No 1	 No I	 No I	 No No No
Steam Generator
Pressure Dmp AP/P. 9s
Gas Side 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
DrumtoThmttle 7 7 T 7 77'
±^5
 1 7 7 7 7 7 1 1 10 -
Reheater I I I I 1 10
EcoroT!Ikr 7 A f	 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1	 7 7 1	 7 7 1	 7 1	 7 7 10
Pinch Point OT,	 F
Eva	 rator 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 3D 30 30 30 30 3D 30 30
Superheater 50 50 50 50 50 1	 50
I
1	 50 50 50 50 50 1	 50 1	 50 50 50 50 50'	 ' so
Reheater I I 1 50
Feed Water Tem .	 °F 150 250











TABLE 6.2-GAS STEAM COMBINED CYCLE' ICONT' D.1
Points 85, 86 and 87 were not costed
G	 Shad 5 d 5
i	 Parametric Point	 73	 74	 75_1	 76	 1	 77	 1	 78	 79	 1	 80	 1	 81	 92	 1	 33	 By	 1	 88	 1	 89	 1	 90	 1	 91




X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 pq	
	
_ X	
r	 Hi tj- to Gas	 X
Low-Btu Gas	 I	 I X	 I X#X^ 	 I	 I	 A-Gas Turbine
Inlet Temp	 OF	 1 2200 1 2000 1 2400	 r2_W2200
Pressure Rali
	
12	 16	 20	 8	 12	 16	 20	 1	 12	 12	 l2	 12	 12
o li	 .1	 b	 c	 c	 c	 c	 a	 a	 a	 a	 a	 a	 a
Steam Turbine
Throttle , Temp.
ThrottleAPress.	 s	 2400	 2400	 2400	 2400	 2400	 2400	 2400	 2400	 2400	 y	 4
I F	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000.	 1000	 1.
First Reheat iemp
	 °	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1000	 1	 1	 gg'Secom Re i eat Tem .`
	 f	 1
Heat Rejection	 Not Calculated	 1	 M
Wet Tower'	X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X
#	 -F
NO
	 No	 o	 No
Pressure Drop AP/P, x
Steam Generator	 Yj
Gas Side	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5
Drum toThrotlle	 10	 -10	 10	 10	 10	 10	
10	
10	 10	 10	 t
Reheater	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 1	 10




2400 2400 2400	 2400..






lementa	 Firi	 11 v II	 No	 No	 No 	 No	 No	 No -	 No
10
S	 5	 5	 5
10	 10	 10
10
to	 10	 to	 10
Egaporatnr	 30	 30	 30	 30	 30	 30	 30	 3D	 30	 3D	 30
Superheater	 50 _	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50
Reheater	 50	 50	 50	 50	 50	 Sp	 Sp
Feed Water Temp., O F
	 250	 250	 250	 250	 250 250	 250	 250	 250	 250	 50
Special Features	 4	 i`^	 4
C ^ .,..'yo.....q.,r..,..•. e.	 .......^^........,,.,	 i....,, e;«.y,c	 ..wo,..^,^.,....^p„	 m..q..	 ..	 ..	 ...	 a.__..	 _ -	 .... ,^.
JS
f turbine parameters of turbine inlet temperature and compressor pressure
ratio.	 For these calculations, turbine inlet temperature has been varied i
from 1255 to 1700°K (1800 to 2600 0F), and compressor pressure ratio vari-
ations span the range of 8 through 20 to 1.
	 Distillate fuel from coal
and impingement, convection cooling for gas turbine vanes and blades are
,.. specified for these calculations. 	 The same combinations of turbine inlet-
.	
i
temperature, compressor pressure ratios, fuel, and cooling are investi-
gated in Points 53 through 71 with the Base Case B-type nonreheat steam
3 bottoming cycle.
i
} Several calculations have been identified next for investigat-
ing the effects of variation in the type of gas turbine -blade-cooling
^m	 'I systems.	 These calculations have been identified for use with the -reheat-
s
type steam bottoming cycle and assume the coal-derived distillate as fuel.
Points 72 through 75 are calculated at a gas turbine inlet temperature
1478°K (2200 ° F) with compressor pressure ratios varying , from 8 through 20.  ^
For these calculations, ceramic vanes and air-cooled rotor blades are
assumed.	 Points 76 through 79 are identical,` with the exception that
both ceramic vanes and ceramic rotating blades are specified.
	 The com-
bination of ceramic vanes and water-cooled blades, originally identified
for Points 80 through 83, were not calculated.
	 Coal-derived high-Btu gas
has been substituted for the liquid coal-derived distillate as the fuel
in Point 84.
Points 85 through 88 were originally specified for a parametric
investigation of integrated low-Btu gasification cycles,, with variations
in both gas turbine compressor pressure ratio and turbine inlet tempera-
ture.	 These cases were later simplified, and the calculations of effici-
ency,only were performed by modifying Base Case A solely to reflect k
the effect of alternative turbine inlet temperatures of 1255, 1366, : and
1589° ,K (1800, 2000, and 2400°F). j
Variations in the use of steam induction were investigated in
Points 89, 90, and 91.	 These studies were based on the general cycle
arrangement shown in Figure 6.4.
	 A single steam induction was utilized
6-28 l	 >-
at the 'steam turbine reheat point for Point 89, while Point 90 utilized
a single steam induction at the crossover line between the intermediate-
pressure (TP) and low-pressure (LP) steam turbine elements. 	 Point 91
`utilizes neither of these steam inductions.
-	 6.4.1	 Selected Case Results
A summary of calculated performance data for Base Case A is
presented as Figure 6.6, where the data point station numbers refer to
the cycle. schematic (Figure 6.2) which is repeated here for the conven-
ience of the reader.	 The overall efficiency (coal to bus bar) for
this plant has been calculated to be well in excess of 40%, including
the gasification process.	 A turbine inlet temperature of 1478°K (2200°F) y
and a compressor pressure ratio of 12 to l were used in the calculation,
and the fuel was Illinois No. 6'bituminous coal.
Figure 6.7 summarizes the calculated cycle data and plant per-
formance for Base Case B, as defined in Point 2.
	
As in Base Case; A, this
plant utilizes gas ,turbine parameters of a 1478°K (2200'F) turbine inlet 3	 ,m
temperature and a compressor pressure ratio of 12 to 1. 	 This plant, how- }
ever, is fired with coal-derived distillate fuel. 	 The calculated thermo- k
dynamic efficiency for the Base Case B power plant is greater than 45%.
The Reference Case C (Point 42) plant arrangement is, with the
exception of the substitution of coal-derived distillate fuel for the z
gasification process, the same as Base Case A. 	 Summary thermodynamic
results for this case are given on Figure 6.8.
Special studies were made of the effect of steam turbine induc-
i
tion on the overall plant performance. 	 A representative example of this.
analysis is given by Point 16 which incorporates steam induction at both
a
the steam turbine reheat and crossover points. 	 Summary cycle calculation
results are given on Figure 6.9`.	 The calculated thermodynamic efficiency
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! Station Pressure, psia	 Temperature, CIF
	
Enthalpy, Btu/lb	 Flow, Ibis }
Gas Turbine, Gasifier, and HRSG
1 14.696	 59 936.4
2 600 103.4
3 1600' 153.5
j 4 165.4	 2200
5 15.4	 1057	 288.1 1014.0 t6 839	 22& 9
7 709	 194.0
t
B 412	 132.5 A 9
9 14.696	 290	 86.4
` Steam Cycle
101 2 in Hg Abs	 lOD9.5 y
p 102 101	 69.1 139.1
103 4116
f 104 30	 250 32.8
. 105 30	 250 106.3
106 2980
107 2683	 673	 742,0 10&
108 678	 1070.0
109 2415	 1000	 1461.2' 106.3
110 1& 6 s
111 556	 630	 1321.7
IN 500	 1000	 1519.6 87.7
f
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l^Station	 Pressure, psia Temperature, 'F Enthalpy, Btu/lb Flow, Ibis
E
Gas Turbine and HRSG
1	 14.6% 59 963.40
2 21 30
3	 165.4 2200
4 1012 2817 484.70
f 5 903 243.9 r6 608 166.1
Y7 405 114.1
8 290 85.7 af
' Steam Cycle
101	 2 in Hg Abs





i 105	 30 250 13& 50 t
106	 1385
3 107	 1304 573 578, 8 125,90108 578 117&3
125.90109	 1213 950 1469.9























Station Pressure, psia 	 Temperature, *F Enthalpy, 8tu/1b flow, Ibis
Gas Turbine and HRSG
1 14.696	 59 9611.
2 21303 165.4	 2200






101 2 in HgAbs
102 101 69.1 130,70
103 51. 30104 30	 250 36.10105 30	 250 104.10106 2900
107 2610	 670 733,5 94,60
108 675 1019.0
109 2350	 992 1458.2 94.60
110 556	 630 1312.8
111 500	 992 1515.4 94.60
Fig. 6.8 — Reference ease C cYcle data summary (Point 421





• - LP Feed Water Heaters u.
03 Condensate Pump
Deaeralorivaporator
ILPCN1P Economizer feed Pump
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1P Superheater HP Economizer_ (C* -Fuel
..
.	 a HT Evaporator 10
i
' ------ Generator -
Reheater
High Press Superheater 4 Air -.
.Fuel
Station Pressure, psia	 Temperature, °F Enthalpy, Btu/lb Flprr. Ib/s
• Gas Turbine and HRSG
•
1 A, 6%	 59 963.40..
.. 2 : 2130
3 .. 165.100	 2200 986.70
4.. $..w	 1062 375.7
5 820: 316.3 .al
6 709 M. Y
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105 .707	 250 220.0. 135.80_...
106	 : 147	 357 329.0 135.80
107 -636	 492 48A.0	 _:. 118.50
108 2981	 503	 - 4912 90.63
- 109 2683	 6T9 755.0 90.63.
110 2683	 679 1072;0 90163.
111 2500	 1000 1460.4 ` 90.63
-' 112 604	 ..667 1320.0 89.72
113 636	 49Z 1203.0 21.85
114 604	 647 13ZO.0 .21.85 .!	 ._..
^. ...115 _:543	 1000. 1510 -117.60.
'^. 116-	 .. ... 140	 6b7 1360..0	 - 117.60
- 117. 147	 -.357. 1164.0. 17.34
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6.4.2	 Results of Parametric Variations
Figure 6.10 displays the results of turbine inlet temperature r	 a
and compressor pressure ratio variation on the basic reheat steam cycle, y
Reference Case C.	 Curves of plant
	
efficiency	 versus	 specific
` j power are plotted at constant inlet temperature. 	 These results show the
a general improvement in performance with increasing the turbine inlet tem-
perature and, further, that the optimum (maximum efficiency) pressure
ratio is a gradually increasing function of inlet temperature. 	 At 1255°K f




(	 ^ )	 P	 Y	 PP	 Y 41.6% was obtained, while a t	 '
peak efficiency of about 49.6% occurs at 1700°K (2600°F). #I
' Also shown in Figure 6.10 are the plant efficiency 	 results
{ corresponding to	 the	 gasification	 combined-cycle	 Base Case A and
three additional integrated low-Btu gasification plants calculated for
gas turbine inlet temperatures of 1589, 1366, and 1255°K (2400, 2000, and
1800°F) at a compressor pressure ratio of 12 to 1. 	 Comparing the gasifi- 4
cation combined-cycle results of Base Case A with the distillate fuel-
^
a
burning Reference Case C indicates that although the	 combined
plant efficiency is decreased by approximately 5% in going from distillate •^
fuel to coal gasification, the combined 	 plant specific power is
increased by approximately 4.5%.
i
Several steam system parameter variation results are reported
I
in Figure 6.11.	 Again, all variations are referred to Reference Case C.
,i
The percent changes in efficiency and power associated with each varia-
tion have been displayed in Figure 6.12.
	 One of the most powerful single
effects on efficiency is the use of steam turbine induction. 	 (Reference
I Case C utilized a single steam induction into the low-pressure turbine.
i Other more specialized induction studies are described elsewhere in- thisi
section.) 	 Other significant improvements in thermodynamic efficiency are
obtained by using
	 educed evaporator	 inch temperature difference- in-g	 P	 P	 P
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Special attention was given the subject of the effect of
steam turbine exhaust pressure on overall power plant performance. 	 The
curves in Figure 6.13 summarize the results of varying this quantity from
its nominal value as used in the Reference Case C configuration. 	 In
going from the nominal 6.77 kPa (2 in Hg) abs back pressure associated
with the use of wet cooling towers to the 5.08 kPa (1.5 in Hg) abs value, {
-
•	 g
achievable using once-through cooling, the combined plant heat rate and8,
specific power are improved by approximately 0.6% each.
The use of ceramic gas turbine vanes and blades has been,inves-
tigated as a means of improving combined-cycle performance as a conse-
quence of the minimization of cooling air expenditure. 	 Two levels of r,
;`. implementation have been considered: 	 the use of ceramic stationary vanes
in conjunction with air-cooled rotating blades, and the use of both
ceramic stationary vanes and ceramic rotating blades. 	 The results of the
study are shown in Figure 6.14. 	 In comparison with Reference Case C, the
parametric point using both ceramic vanes and ceramic blades at a com-
pressor pressure ratio of 12 to 1 showed an improvement of nearly 6% in
heat rate and an increase of nearly 19% in combined plant output.
s
The results shown on Figures 6.15 through 6.17 are based on
variations of the nonreheat steam cycle, Base Case B (Point 2). 	 They
compare' directly with the parametric variations reported in Figures 6.10'
through, 6.12 described above, which were based on the reheat steam cycle
Reference Case C.
sA
Direct comparisons between the results of calculations with
j reheat bottoming cycles and nonreheat bottoming cycles are presented in
Figures 6.18 and 6.19.	 The first comparison at 1478°K (2200°F) shows the
reheat cycle with superior efficiency for compressor pressures of 8 to
16 and the nonreheat cycle efficiency slightly higher for higher pressure
ratios. 'Figure 6.19 shows the reheat steam cycle to have a higher effi-
ciency over the entire compressor pressure ratio range investigated at a
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1 — Evaporator Pinch = 15°F
2 — Evaporator Pinch =40°F
3 — Boiler Exhaus' Press. Drop = 4%
4 — Boiler Exhaust Press. Drop = 6%
5 — FW Temperature = 220°F
6 — FW Temperature = 280OF
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9 — Condenser Pressure = 3.5 In Hg Pbs
10 — Condenser Pressure = 9.0 in Hg Abp
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Fig. 6.16 — Effect of various parameter changes on plant performance
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The parametric cycle study work described heretofore was per-
formed in accordance with the base case cycle schematic models given in
E	
Figures 6.2, 6_.3, and 6.5. These cycles incorporate the induction of
steam at low pressures into the steam turbine LP element, and they Incor-
porate both reheat and norreheat steam turbine bottoming cycles. The
I
speciLl studies performed to consider the application of supplementary
fired steam boilers, alternative steam pressure levels, and additional
variations on the use of steam induction were based on the generalized
cycle model shown in Figure 6.4. One ofthe principal objectives of in-
corporating steam induction was to improve the thermodynamic fit between
the gas turbine exhaust heat rejection line and the steam cycle heat 'ac-
ceptance line. (The concept of thermodynamic fit is discussed more fully
in Section 7 of this report.) 	 Figure 6.20 displays the fit resulting
from the analysis of Point 16, which incorporates steam induction at both
the reheat and crossover points.
	
The efficiency for this cycle, as com-
pared to the others incorporating no inductions; and one or two inductions
at various steam cycle throttle conditions is illustrated in Figure 6.21.
For the general arrangement of Point 16 [16.547 MPa/811°K/811°K (2400 psig/
E
1000°F/1000°F) Unfired Boiler],, power plant efficiency can be increased




Capital and Installation Cost of Plant ComponentsE_,i




Development of plant capital costs for the gas-steam combined
cycle concept was based upon detailed examination of the base case plants




Base Case A consists of an integrated low-Btu gasification
combined-cycle plant with four gas turbines whose waste heat is used to
generate steam for a single reheat steam turbine. The Base Case B ar-
rangement is made up of two distillate fuel-fired gas turbines exhausting
3
into waste heat recovery boilers, whose output is used to drive a single
nonreheat steam turbine.
6-6
• ^	 _ ^_^ _.	 __	 t.	 _ _ _mss
N
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2400 -1000 - 1000	 - Boiler Pinch Boiler Pinch
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The plant island arrangement for Base Case A is illustrated in
Figure, 6.22.	 The overall site arrangement is shown in Figure 6.23.
	 Four
j nominal 130 MWe gas turbines individually exhaust into unfired heat re-
covery steam generators which provide steam for a nominal 16.547 Mpa/
811°K /8110K (2400 psig /1000°F/1000°F) steam turbine.
	 The gas turbines
z receive fuel gas from a pressurized fluid bed gasification system uti-
lizing in-bed.fuel 'gas desulfurization.
Figure 6.24 illustrates the gas turbine concept design selected x
for the Base Case A application::
	 The single-shaft design passes'440 kg/s
(970 lb /s) at 60 rps (3600 rpm).	 A multiple -can burner system capable of
firing 'either 'low-Btu gas fuel or liquid distillate-type fuel' is included y
in this design.
	 The three-stage turbine uses conventional metal blading w:
•. with vanes and 'blades cooled by impingement, convection, and film-cooling
I techniques using air as the coolant medium.
	
Two tilting pad film-type
journal bearings support the shaft, with thrust loads taken up by a tilt-




i generator drive is at the cold compressor end of the shaft, which facili-
tates the use of a low-loss axial-flow turbine exhaust diffuser and the
V
positioning of in-line heat recovery equipment.
	 The casing features
horizontal joint construction for easy access, and can be shipped by rail
fully assembled.
	
The exciter and hydrogen-cooled generator are directly
coupled to the gas turbine shaft.
	 The starting package, which is elec-
trically operated, drives through the exciter and generator shafting to
provide rotation and acceleration to self-sustaining speed.
	 Cas turbine + A
auxiliary support services are provided by individual skid-mounted assem-
blies, shown in place on Figure 6.22.
	 The mechanical skid assembly in-
cludes lubricating oil pumps, filters, and reservoir; an air system $
j^	 k pressure switch and gauge cabinet; and seal oil system. 	 Included in the f
a
electrical and control skid is the battery equipment, motor control s
I
a center, voltage regulator, generator relay panel, and certain control
_
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Fig. 6. 23 — Gas-steam combined cycle plant Base Case A
Scale
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The integrated low-Btu gasification plant included in the Base
Case A arrangement is patterned after the Westinghouse Advanced Fluidized
Bed Gasification process being developed under contract to ERDA. 	 The
gasification plant consists of two major elements: 	 the coal and dolomite
preparation subsystem and the gasification subsystem.
	
The coal and dolo-
mite preparation equipment is sized so that one subsystem has the capa-
city to service two gasification subsystems. 	 Each gasification system in
turn has the capacity to serve one gas turbine.	 Coal and dolomite crush-
ing, drying, and silo storing are performed within the coal and dolomite
preparation system.
s
The gasification process, shown schematically in Figure 6.25,
operates with two distinct fluidized bed stages--a devolatilization/ ¢
desulfurization and a gasification/combustion stage. 	 Dry coal is fed to i
the first stage, where it is devolatilized and converted to char by hot
fuel gas from the second stage, the gasifier. combustor.
	
In the
devolatilizer/desulfurizer, the fuel gas is enriched by the volatile pro-
ducts of the coal and is also desulfurized-by dolomite added to the bed.{
Dolomite is continuously withdrawn and delivered to the spent sorbent
^
I
oxidizer, where waste heat is recovered.
	 Char from the devolatilizer/
f desulfurizer is fed continuously to the gasifier/combustor, together with
i^
air and steam which react with carbon to produce the hot fuel gas'.	 A
second function of the gasifier/combustor is to ,remove the ash.	 This is'
accomplished by regulating the temperature in the combustion zone so that
ash particles partially melt and agglomerate to form larger particles
which drop out of the :fluidized bed.	 Fuel gas is passed through a parti-
culate separator system and delivered at 1144°K ,(1600 0 F) to the gas tur-
bine fuel gas manifold.
Both Base Cases A and B utilize a modular design heat recovery
steam generator similar in design to that shown in Figure 6.26. 	 Tube
modules, shippable as fully assembled packages, are positioned in each of
fr{ the parallel gas paths. 	 As the heat recovery steam generators are able
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1 stacks are not required. 	 The vertical steam drum is shown in
j Figure 6.27.	 It utilizes two stages of steam-water separation, a primary
centrifugal stage, and a :secondary chevron stage. 	 Feedwater heating is
accomplished by means of a deaerating feedwater heating; system.
` The steam turbine is made up of currently available basic com-
• ponents with special modifications to accommodate steam induction. 	 The
steam turbine generator is of hydrogen-cooled design featuring a brush-
less excitation system. 	 The steam turbine conden8er is located beneath
the LP element and is typical of modern steam station design practice.
The Base Case B power plant island is illustrated by
Figure 6,28, and the overall site arrangement is given in Figure 6.29.i
The design consists of two nominal 130 MWgas turbines of the same.design
as those considered for Base Case A.	 The _gas turbine exhaust heat is re-
covered by means of unfired heat recovery steam generators which provide
steam for a nominal 8.618 14Pa/783°K (1250 psig/950°F) nonreheat steam
' turbine generator.	 The gas turbines are fueled by distillate derived
from coal.
6,5.2	 Approximate Sizes and Weight of Major Components
_ There are four major components utilized in the combined-cycle
energy conversion systems:
Gas turbine engine




For each base case, the relative plan view sizes of these components is
indicated by the plant island arrangements, Figures 6.22 and 6.28. - The
?
concept design gas turbine engine is common to both base cases, a cross-
sectional view for this major component has been provided in Figure 6.24.
Outline views of the Base Cases A and B heat recovery steam generators are j
,.
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and 6.31 illustrates the modular nature of construction utilized for
these units.	 The sizes and masses of the first three major components r
are listed in Table 6.3.
6.5.3	 Price Determination Procedure
For the purpose of establishing power plant cost estimates for
parametric analysis, equipment prices were estimated for each of the
four major plant components described above.
	 The pricing procedure used
for the gas turbine, portion of the plant has already been described in
Section 5.5.
The Pricing of heat •recovery steam generators was first ap-
proached by developing a number of concept designs. 	 These designs, in-
cluding the Base Cases A and B models, were formulated by the Westinghouse
Heat Transfer Division, using computerized design approaches evolved in the r
design and development of the PACE combined--cycle modular heat recovery 7
steam generators.	 The designs were developed sufficiently to determine
heat exchange surface requirements, module arrangements and weights, and
3
approximate outline dimensions.	 Equipment and installation prices were
developed for each concept, design.	 The price results were then segregated
into price of heat exchanger surface, balance of heat recovery steam gene-
rator, and erection price.	 Heat exchange surface prices were correlated a
against heat transfer duty, Q/LMTD, and prices for balance of heat recovery
steam generator and erection were correlated against steam flow. 	 These
price relationships, with suitable modifications for supplementary firing
and steam induction, were utilized to determine prices for each parametric
point.
The steam turbines were priced from Westinghouse published price
lists, using current market level multipliers.
	 The published lists, arrive
at a price based on the exhaust end size and configuration, power output,
generator capacity `, steam pressure and temperature, and the scope and
extent of features and accessories.
Gasification system description and pricing information are de-
scribed in Section 4 of this report.
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Component Basic Dimensions, m (ft) Mass, kg (lb)
Gas Turbine Length Diameter
Turbine section 3.6 	 (11.7) 4.1	 (13.3) 59,000
	 (130,000)
Compressor section 7.4	 (24.2) 3.4 (11.3) 72,500	 (160,000)
Heat Recovery Steam Generator Length Width Height
Base Case A 33.:2	 (109) 11.9	 (39) 16.0	 (52.4) 1,200,000 (2,640,000)b
Base Case B 31.1 (102) 11.9
	 (39) 14.6	 (47.9) 810,000 (1,782,000)
Steam Turbine-Generator Length Diameter
Overall with generator
Base Case A' 26.2
	 (86) 5.2	 (17) 570,000 (1,250,000)
Base Case B 8.5
	 (28) 4.0	 (13) 109,000	 (240,000)

V ^.I3111	 1Z.LJ'5.'b	 ?b.b5J5o I.1U551
7 4.2493C 10.71GC`E	 524-.09284 -	 .00L'OC
.3 3. =3743	 21.42144	 Z.S!304 .91300014 .000GC .00Q: G	 45.3E38L .0t1000
18 5.7735c 14.45117:	 .37000 .00000?C -16.22420 40_.L=2r5 , 	 5,.10167 .OnOCLT7TA'_! S 39:=7503 5.[1075	 303.9"199 7.72351
COMEINEG GAS-STEAM: TUP'INE 'CYCLE :'ASE CASE' INPUT
N^MIVAL ?7WE1r ,MW i 323.2031 47T ?OW'Rs	 4WE 793.5?43
NOM H'cA1 RATE, uTU /KG-HR 7672.5454 NET HEAT -RATE, 2TU/KW-14R	 EEG14E77
ST TUR3
	
H=AT !RAT-:* .4443= .9353
CONDENSED.
D=SISN PR=SSUR_• IN 43 A 7.7030 NUMBER 1F SHE'-LS 2.0771
i:UNB£R:'OF TUFFS/SHELL 507	 .E3C7 TUBE LENGTH•,FT 77.4167
Ur' 3TU/AR==T2-_ 51.4577 TE?MINAL TE R? OIFF ► =	 5.0000
HEAT :FE"JE	 TION
DESIGN TCM?'s	 c 51.4i:3.ri ,P?R5ACi.	 F 21.6744
RANGE# F 23.GGCO OFF DESIGN TEKFv F 77.000b
OFF D-ESICN ?F.=Ss	 IN 43	 4 2.9673 ,P	 TURaINE BLADE LENS IN	 25.00CEI
1	 1^°.400 2` .[GC.	 - .44S	 4 .0!:c	 5 4.0005	 07.471 7 7.033	 E '+ `8100033.Ga3J 	 9 2..^100	 10 . 1.000
11	 1.6OG 12 .f GC	 13 1.000'	 14 4.CGC	 15 1.CCC
15	 1.333 17 123.270	 13 3.Q0.3	 19 5.000	 20 2.030
21'	 .0011 22 1270C.CSO	 23 .COO	 24 1250.0CC'	 25 .CCO
271	 3517033.073 27 .113-1	 24 17330.003	 ?9 4350000.000	 30 .450
31	 .650 32 30C.000	 33 .090	 34 .45n	 35 .45C
35	 1553009.077 37 350.00]	 33 1.00.0	 33 1.000	 40 644730.00C
41	 154CCC.01'C 47 44000C.[0C'	 43 1000O.GLOO	 44' 25CCOO.GOr	 45 1500cQ.oOE
45	 1.033 47 .100	 41 3.000'	 45 10000	 5C .000
51	 .00E 1 52 5.3501.79] 2 1.300	 ; 1.003	 4 1.007
	
5 1.000
6	 1.000 7 1.00C	 2 1.000	 9 12CE81C0.000	 1C .05C
11	 395533.000 12 .050	 13 2541903.000	 14 .050	 15	 1453400.000
i	 16	 .240 17 26912CC.00O	 18 .090	 IS 1221600.000	 20 .1CC
F	 21	 571300.003 2? .350	 23 2022077.900	 24 .030	 25 1.0002F	 6050000.000 27 .3G0	 29 539900.000	 2a .140	 30 2526CO.COG
31	 .140 32 .930	 33 .000	 34 .000	 35 .000
36	 .000 37 .CEO	 3S .COO	 3S .000	 40', .000
41	 .090 42 .330	 43 .500	 44 .900	 45 220.000
46	 15CC.000 47 2EC.000
	




Steam condenser and power transformer prices have been based
i
i
upon appropriate published price lists.
L	 '
r
The balance of plant pricing has been handled by the architect
i
' and engineering firm, Chas .. T. Main, Inc., and details of the methods r
used are described in Section 2 of this report.
6.5.4	 Tabulation of Overall Plant Material and Installation Costs .
I
With the exception of heat rejection equipment (steam turbine
condensers and cooling 	 owers	 theg	 ),	 prices of materials and installation 1Z
i
were determined, tabulated, and entered into the cost of electricity (COE)
calculation computer program.	 Condenser and cooling tower prices, were
;,• calculated by means of price correlations preprogrammed into the COE pro- t
v
;F
gram.	 Input for both condenser and cooling tower calculations, as well
as major equipment cost input for Base Case A, are given in Table 6.4.
. 61 (Due to an error regarding power for Base Case A the net output and net
x heat rate shown in Table 6.4 and subsequent tables are incorrect.	 Cor-




ing output material and installation costs for Base Case A are listed in
I Table 6.5,	 This tabulation for each account code item gives the unit
measure, amount, material and installation cost per unit, and total mate- _	 s
rial and installation costs.
Similar input and output cost tabulations.are given for Base
x
' Case B in Tables 6.6 and 6.7. a
: Material and installation costs for the remaining combined-cycle
parametric points have been summarized on Table 6.8.
	 Under the heading,
s
"Total Major Component Cost" are included the total direct material costs
.
for the major components (gas turbine auxiliaries, gas turbine generator,
'•, steam turbine-generator, and heat recovery steam generator).
	 These and
s
additional cost items for each parametric point acre then presented; on a
$/kW basis.	 Included are:	 total direct major component material costs,
balance of pl ,nt direct material cost, site-labor, indirect costs,.pro-
fessional services and ownership, contingency and escalation, and interest
r




Table 6.5	 ^ OM3INE1 34S-ST E AM TURBINECYCLE:	 ACCOUNT LISTING
PARAMFTRIC POINT NO. 1
ACCOUNT NO.	 9 N4M=• 	UNIT AMOUNT MAT $/UNIT	 INS 3/ UNIT NAT COST y S INS '- OST*3
SIT= )EVELOPM=NT
a
1. 1 LAND COST ACRE '	 122.0 iQEO.C[ .00 129000.0E .CE
1.- 2 CLEARING LAN) ACRE 43.0 .09 570.00, .00 2=797.42
1. 3 GRADING LAND ACRE 1-2°.0 .00 X00.00 .CO 387000.CC
1.	 4 ACCESS RAILROA3 MILE 5.9 115010.70 110000.00 575003.09 550000.00
1. 5 LOOP RAILROAD TRACK MILE 2.[• 120060.00 70000.00 240000.00 14000G.0G j
I 1. 5 SIDING R R TRACK MILE .4 125000.90 80000.D0 .00 .On ?
1. 7 OTHER SITE COSTS ACRE C .CC .CC 2846°7.°2 284E97.°2
PERCENT TOTAL 7IR_CT :DST IN ACCOUNT	 1 = 1.153 ACCOUNT TOTAL+$ 1228697.91 1397495.31
t -XCAVATION E ?IL NS
" 2. 1' COMMON' EXCAVATION YD3 3$10E.E .CC 3.OG .GC 1143CC.CC_
2. 2 PILING =T 1016C9.0 6.50 8.50 660403.00 963600.00'
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT GUST IN ACCOUNT	 2 = .72E ACCOUNT TCTALt$ 660400.OG 3779CE.CG
PLANT ISLAND CONCRETE
3.	 1 PLANT IS. "ON„R = T" Y93 12703.7 70.39 80.00 339000.37 1C1000G.0O
3. 2 SPECIAL STRUCTURES _YD3 .0 C. .00 .00 .CC
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 3 = .344 ACCOUNT T3TALsS 889000.00 1316000.00
TEST 'REJECTION (STEM
4. 1 COOLING TBWERS EACH ?.0 .CC .00 1381500.CC 68350C.GE
4.	 2 CIRCUL4TIN3 420 SYS =ACA 1.0' 00 .00 547615.03 734282.55
4. 3 SURFACE CONDENSER FT2 2[57[2.2 .00 .00 1002461.72 143091.51
PERCENT TOTAL OIR,_CT COST IN 4C000NT	 4 = 1.994 ACCOUNT T7TA_*S 29.32076.75 15667?4.05a,
STRUCTURAL 'FEATURES
i 5. 1 STAT. STRUCTURAL ST. TON 1250.0 650.CC 175.00 812500.CC 21F.75G.EC
5. 2 SILOS 8 3UNKZRS TPH .0 1800.10 750.00 .00 .00
5. 3 CHIMNEY FT .0 .00 .00 .OG .CG
5. 4 STRUCTURAL =EaTUR'S =AC 1.0 544000.30 154003.03 544703.00 154000.00 ^^ y
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 5 = .811 ACCOUNT TCTALsS 145c.500.CO 37275E.CC
BUILDINGS p^	
i
G. 1 STATION 3UIL)IN3S rT3 3510DO3.9 .15 .13 551603.07 591600.0^
.)G. 2 ADMINSTRATION FT2 .0 16.00 14.00 .00 .GG
`
6. 3 WAREHOUSE 3 STOP =T2 13001.0 12.90 8.00 120000.00 33000.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 6 = .586 ACCOUNT TCTALtS 681600.00 E416GC.CC "'A
FUEL HANDLING E STORAGE
-
7. 1 COAL H.4NDLIN3 SYS TP4 291.1_ .00 .03 4205527.25 1877342.64
7. 2 DOLOMITE HAND. SYS
7.	 FUEL OIL HAND.	 SYS3
TPH
3AL
154.0'4350007 . 0 .CC.00 .00 1421693.75441488.59 688604.93
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 7 = 3.979 ACCOUNT
.00
TCTAL*$ 6068809.63 344024 .122C^C971.65 <<.
FUEL PROCESSING w ^.
- 3. 1 COAL ORYER H CRU54SR TPi .0 .70 .00 .00 .CO
B. 2 CARBONIZERS TPH .0 .00 .DO .00 .CG
3 GASIFIERS TP4 291.1 00 .00 50770376.00 23559517.75Ph RCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 8•=35.157 ACCOUNT TOTAL*$ 5C770876.CC 28551E17.75 r
F
M	 ^^ ^.	 *.
11
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Table 6.5	 COM3IN=, 3AS- STE`4M TUR3IN ` 	CYCL =	 ACCJUNT LIST?Yr7
I
i
Continued PARAM *'"TRIO POINT NC. 1
ACCOUNT NO.
	
Y	 N4M>>	 UVIT 1MOUNT MAT $/UNIT	 INS 3/U4IT MAT	 CJSTs£ INS COSTra
= I-IN3	 SYSTE`!'
S.	 1 .0 .CC .00 .01 .C[
6-:'RC:-'NT
	
TOTAL	 Jz°c:T	 CO3T IN ACCOUNT -9 =	 .2'20 ACCOUNT TJTALt; .00 .JO
VA L OR	 GENERAT:1 3	 (=IQc)1'
1C.	 I (' CC .00 .CO .CC?^ RC N'T	 TOT41	 7IR=CT	 COST IN ACCOUNT 10 =	 .02C ACCOUNT TOTAL r$ .00 .00
S^!-.'ROY	 CONVERT=R
! 1. 1 SAS TURL	 CCMP SECT EA 4.0 I"CESCO.CC 6C340.0f^ 4E272CC.GC 24136P.CC
f 11.	 2 GAS TUR3	 COM3	 S 7 --T =A 4.0 5S530`.90 19325.06 1536000.00 7-1300.00
f 31. 3 CAS 1URC	 TURC	 S[CT EA 4.0 2E41900.0C 127025.00 19'167600.[0 5C`38C.CC
11.	 4 GAS TUR3 "N3 1UK =4 4.7 14E340C.33 275 7=.09 5373690.00 32-z 304.00 II
11.	 5 CAS 1URG	 C-ENE iAT04 CA 4.0 2 F 512CO.CC 24320E.00 IC7646G0.CO _°6E231.95
f 11.	 5 O T ~ U^=L	 R 8	 CJPL=3 S -A 4.G x]1?21590.0 122160.09 4836400.04 483640.00 tf 11. 7 CAS TURF ENC MIEC CA' 4.0 :718CO.CC 23=130.CC 2C872CC.00 54r_521.CC11.	 3	 T=AM 7U23IN'-3 N=? =A 1.0 107452c.37 335578.3° I007452b.37 33-'.572.39
PE.RCCNT 1 ,t AL DIRECT	 C0:5T IN ACCOUNT 11 =24.708 ACCOUNT TCTALs$ 508E-7326.00 4865914.31
4 COUPLING HEAT EXCFANC_R
12.	 1 HEAT R E :	 STE4M 3 = N =A 4.9 c750000.]9	 1315007.7 ^_ ^_42700 =].7[ 72n7300.07
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT CO51 IN ACCOUNT 12 =13.342 ACCOUNT TOTALS 24200GCC.CC 726r[CL.CC
HEAT RECOVERY HEAT EXCH.
13.	 1 J JO .7C .JD .0^
v	 PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 13 _	 .[CC ACCOUNT TCTALv$ .00 .CC
WATER TREATMENT
14.	 1 DEMINER%LIZ=R nP'N. c62.1 ?U00.03 560.00 1204205.09 337177.43
14. 2 CONDENSATE POLISHING KWE C 1.25 .3C .CC .CC
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 14 =	 .68.3 ACCOUNT TOTAL•$ 1204295.09 337177.43
D OWER CONDITIONIN3
15. 1 STD TRANSFORMER KVA ICC6133.3 G0 .CC 3360721.22 77214.42
PERC-NT TOTAL JIR=CT COST IN ACCOUNT 15 = 1.745 ACC7U4T TOTA`_#$ 3890721.?2 77214.42
AUXILIARY MECR -EQUIPMENT
16. 1 BOILER' FEED PUMP 3:DR.KWE 265°_54.7 .55 .04 146275.07 IC636.1°_
16.	 2 OTHER PUMPS KWE 355431.2 .3? .12 321579.46 43851.74
1E-. 3 MISC SERVICE SYS KWE 521845.1 1.17 .73 617578.73 38F-326.4G E
16.	 4 AUXILIARY 3OIL =R PP}1 .0 4.30 .90 .00 .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 16'= .E76 ACCOUNT TOTAL+'S 1065433.25 43FC1E.83
PIPE ° FITTINES
17.	 1 CONV-NTIONAL OI P IN3 TON 373.0 3000.33 1330.30 2400DOJ.30 1440000.0017. 2 HOT CAS PIPING FT 22C.G 15CG.CC 200.00 330000.00 44COG.CC
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Table 6.5
	 COMBINE C GAS- STEAM TUR3INF CYCLr'.	 ACCOUNT LISTING
b
F
Continued PARAMETRIC POINT NO.	 1
ACCOUNT NO. & NAME-9	 UNIT AMOUNT MAY S/UNIT	 INS $/UNIT MAT COST#$ INS COST*$
6 AUXILIARY £LEC EQUIPMENT
13.	 1	 MISC'MOT?RSr°_TC 3':.5431.2 1.43 .17 511513.33 02123.311
IP- 2 SWITCHCEAR 8. MCC S AN KWE 3E5431.2 I.SF .45 2872190.E4 164444.[4 a13.	 3 C3ND!)ITvCA3L 7 SvTR4YS ' T 16 r ]OG3.0 1.32 1.36 7177 1399.37 2243995-.97
1P. 4 ISOLPTED PHASE BUS FT 3EE.Q 510.00 45O.00 183600.00 162000.CL
13.	 5 LZGHTINS	 & C04MUN XWr 312053.4 35 .43 294224.27 349289.82
P"RC r-NT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN- ACCOUNT 18 = 3.C24 ACCOUNT TCTALt$ 6029628.75 2281757.12 s
CONTRCL. It STRUMENTATION 3
13	 1 C04PUT 7 % =A^i 1.3 440030.39 13003.00 14504[0. 1 3 10000.00
1 0 .	 2	 OTHER.	 CC:TRGLS EACH I.0 15('000.00 250000.GC 15000C.CC





	 ASH TPH .0 .00 .OG .00 .CC
2J.	 2 DRY AS4 TPT 27.9 1753254.49 443313.72 1763254.99 443913.72
?0.	 3. WET	 • LUr3RY TF'H 154.0 3 GC9804.47 977451.12 39098C4.47 277451.12
?0.	 4 ONSIT- DISPOSAL ACRZ 499.5 5798.15 1773.93 2838080.91 4294664.25
PFRCLNT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 20 = 6.304 ACCOUNT TOTALr3 8511140.12 5712S29.L'6
STACK GAS CLEANrING
?I. 1 PR_CIPITATO2	 =ACA .0 3755474.31
	 3747553.53 .DO .00
?1. 2 SCRUEbER KWE .0 2'!.81 11.38 .00 .O[
?1.	 3 MISC ST z7 L R	 )UCTS 0 00 .00 .00 .00
m	 PERCENT TOTAL DIRFCT COSTi IN ACCOUNT 21 = .CCO ACCOUNT TOTALtS .00 .CC
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COMCINCC CAC-STEAM TUREINE CYCLE
4C30UNT NO
	 AUX POW=R y HNv P=RC PLANT POW	 OPE14TION COST MAINTENANCE C35T
4 2.66342
	 49.116:1 '	 14.9C89C 4.2EE46
14 .30007
	 .GOO))	 1.61775 .00000
,i	 18 2.75520	 50.85318 .00600. .Of COC .i
T3TA'_S 5.4?262	 1.407'73	 10.52566 4.26646 i
COM2INEC GAS-STEAM TURBINE CYCLE EASE CASE INPUT
N3MI4AL P3W = Iv	 Mil' 390.3030 NcT ?JWE2s	 MWE 3°_5.3774
NOM HEAT RATEv BTU/KW-HP
	 7r.3E.051°
Y
NIT HEAT RATE, ETU/KW-FR
	
743°.3174 iit	 ST	 TUR3




IN 4S A	 7.7030 'dUMG_R ]C SHELLS 1.0033
NUMBER OF TUBES/SHELL- SE7S.5355 i/JBE LENGTH,	 FT 77.446?
Us BTU/HR-'T2-= 591.4577' TERMINAL TEM? DIF.' ► =	 5.9300HEAT' REJCCTION
D - SI3N TEMPT
RANGE n F 51.403023.0000 APPROACAw	 FOFF DESIGN TfHFr F
21.6744
77.GCGL'
OFF ?ES.T GN P n _Sr	 ZV ^3 A	 ;'.3719 _P	 TUiR P-14E SLADE LENT 1.4	 25.0000
1	 12}0.3[10	 2
M '
.[00	 3 .465	 4 .00C	 5 2.L10 a
6	 S7.1J3 7 2.000	 3 4 660JOa7.J00
	 3 1.000	 10 1.000'jt	 11	 1.000 12 .QCG	 1 7 I.COO	 14 1.008	 15' .CiCO
1'a	 1.009 17 59.003	 19 3.003
	 -19 5.000	 20 .00021	 I.UQC 22 660C.000	 23 .000	 24 7CC.O13r	 25 .CCU23	 2213037.007 27 2500.000	 23 5073.700
	 23 725JOOD.00n
	 30 .50.031	 .SOU 32' 30C.Q00	 3Z .COO	 34 .50P	 35 .SQO33	 673000.033 37 309.900	 38 1.000	 39 1.920
	 43 322330.00041	 77000.00[+ 4 - .000	 4 - COO	 44 h[C00.00^	 45 36GCO.CGG45	 .039 47 0]00
	 43 3.000	 43 1.900	 50 6.00051	 QCG 52 E 350
1	 1.933 ? 1.200	 3 1.003	 4 1.QC3	 5 I.00O6	 1.00G 7 I.CGO	 E 1.000	 9 12CE800.000	 1C .C5G11	 341530.013 12 .050	 13 2475479.000	 14 .050	 15	 1338530.0Q016	 .140 17- 25287CC.000
	 IS .090	 1° 1148200.000	 ZG, .1CG21	 333509.033 22 .357	 23 2550033.000
	 24 .03C	 25 1.0002F	 4570000.000 27 .360	 28 500400.000	 "9 .140	 30 2462CO.CGO31	 .147 32 .3C9	 33 .006	 34 .00R	 35 .CDC
rn	 36	 .COG
`D
37 .CDC	 33 .000
	 39 .000	 40 .00041	 .07:7 42 .00O	 43 .000	 44 .00C	 45 .OQO
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Table 6.7	 CONPINED GAS-STEAM TUR°IN= CYCLE	 ACCOUNT LISTING
' PARAMETRIC POINT NO. 	 2




k' 1.	 1 L4ND COST AIR=	 53.1 1000.77 .DO 50000.03 .00
1. 2 CLEAPINC LONG ACRL	 1[.7 .CC "600.00 .CO °_995.rf,
1. 3 GRADING LAND 4"R=	 53.0 .30 3.300. 00 .30 150000.00 1
1. 4 ACCESS RAILROAD MILT	 5.E 1150r0.c0 110000.00 -575000.00 55rcC0.00
1.	 5 LOOP RIILRD%3 TRACK MIL7	 .0 120000.00 70000.00 .00 .OV
1. 6 SIDING R R TRPCK MILE	 1.0 125000.00 80000.00 125COLI.CC BCCOL.CG
1. 7 OTHER SITE C OSTS ACRE	 0 00 .00 118248.30 118248.9^
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN .ACCOUNT	 I = 3.C51 ACCCUNT TCTAL&S 8E8248.82 9CR247.93	 -
EXCAVATION E PILINv
2.1 COMMON =XCAVATION Y93	 139)7.3 .33 3.00 .00 53400000
2. 2 PILING FT	 528C1.0 6.50 8.50 343200.00 4428OC.CL
-	 P=.RC=NT TOTAL DT3=CT COST IN ACCOUNT	 2 = 1.4G2 ACCOUNT TBTALPS 343200.00 5082DO.00
?LANT ISLAND CONR=TS
3. 1 PLANT IS. CCUCRETE YD3	 6ECC.0 70.CC 8[.00 462CCG.00 52ECOC.00
3. 2 SPECIAL STRUCTUR A 5 YD3	 .0 .00 .00 .DO .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 3-'= 1.700 ACCOUNT TOTALPS 462000.00 52°COC.CC
HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM
4. 1 COOLTN3 TON_RS =4CA	 5.0 .30 .03 767580.00 38?500.00
4. 2 CIRCULATINC H2C SYS EACH	 1.0 00 .00 306347.74 41C773.6C
4. 3 SURFAC E
 CON3 = NSER ='T2	 115374.3 :30 .00 543937.39 80551.98
PERCENT TOTAL DIF[CT COST IN ACCOUNT
	
4 = 4.279 ACCOUNT TOTAL*$ 1617785.12 373825.57
STRUCTURAL FEATURES
S.1 STAT. STRUCTURAL ST. TON	 703.0 550.33' 175.00 455000.30 122500.0^
5. 2 SILOS & BUNTERS TPH
	
.0 180O.00 750.00 .00 .00
S. 3 CHIMNEY ='T	 .3 .00 .00 .00 .00
S. 4 STRUCTURAL FEATURES EACH	 1.0 ?22000.00 77000.00 32200040 77000oCGp
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT
	
5 = 1.577 ACCOUNT TOTALr:S 777000.00 199500000
3UILDINGS












6. 3 WAREHOUSE 8 SHOP FT2'	 5000.0. 12.00 8.00 60000.00 4000E .CC
PERCENT TOTAL DIRE?T COST IN 4000UNT	 _6 = 1.515 ACCOUNT T3TALPS 453630.90 429600.00
FUEL 4ANOLIN,G & STORA3=4
r 7. 1 COAL HANDLING SYS TPH	 .0 .00 .QC .130 .CQ
7. 2 DOLOMITE HAND. SYS TPA	 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00
' 7. 3 FUEL OIL HAND'. SYS GAL	 725000C.0 CO .00 6680°6.[7 517891.43
u' PE R C ENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 7 = 2.037 ACCOUNT TJTAt-9$ 658096.07 517891.43'
k - U=L ?ROCESSIN3
8. 1 COAL DRYER & CRUSHER TPH	 .Q .00 .DO .00 .00
8. 2 CARBONIZERS TPA	 .0 .00 .00 .00 .DD
8. 3^GASIFIERS TPH
	
G CO .00 .00 .CC
T
k	 ;,
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Table 6.7
	 COMEIN'EO GAS-STEAL" TUR6TNf	 CYCLE	 ACCOUNT LISTING
Continued PARAM=TRIG POINT NO.	 ?
ACCOUNT NU. 'E NAMEr
	
UNIT AMOUNT NAT $/UNIT	 INS $/UNIT MAT COSTvS INS'fCST*S
rIPINe SYSTE!`' -
.07 .00 .00 ! a
PCRCE,NT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 9 _	 .CEO ACCOUNT TCTALt3 .00 Cr.
VAPOR FENERATOR	 (F1'!ED)
10.	 1 .0 .3-3 .A? .00 .00
PE- RCEN'E TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 10 =	 .100_A000UNT TCTALP$ C. .CC
ENERGY CONVERTER
11 . 1 SAS TUR3 C`.1M ? S= CT _A 1	 OE833.3J 50340.07 2413503.00 120680.00 i31.- 2 CAS TURB 'CCtAP SECT- EA` 2.0 '41500.CD 17675.00 683000.[0 3415C.CL
11.	 3 GAS TUR3 TUR3 S 7 CT cA Z.0 2475400:J9 123770.e0 4950800.00 247540.00
11. 4 CAS TURb EKG t.UX {A 2.0 17865CC.0C 194390.00 2777CC:G.Oe 38878C.CC
11.	 5 GAS	 TUR9	 G^:N=RATOR- =A' 2.^ 2129700.00 227583.90 5057400.30 - 455165.00
11.	 6 •S T MUFFLER R , COOLERS EA 2.0 1148200.00 114E•20.00 2256400.00 22_64C.00
11=	 7 GAS TUR3 "Ni MIS^ =A' 2.e 133590.30 115725.00 SS7000.00 233450.00
11.	 8-STEAK, TUR31NE-GENER EA 1.0 5?52'631.52 63Ce58.57 6352631.62 63£65x.57
PERCENT TOTAL DIR=CT •COST IN ACCOUNT 11' =47.377 ACCOUNT TOTAL#$ °5197331.50 2346364.53 l
COUPLING H 7 4T EXCAAN3=R
12. 1 HEAT REC STEA`!	 GEN EA 2.0 457e000.00	 137100[.00 S14CCCC.CO 2742000.00
PE RC -NT TOTAL DIR T- :T COST IN ACCOUNT 12 20.418 ACCOUNT TOTAL#$ 9140000.00 2742000.00 e
-TEAT RECOVERY HEAT	 =X04. e
v,	 13. 1 .O .00 .00 .00 .CC
t	 °SRC?NT TOTAL OIK=CT COST IN ACCOUNT 13 =	 .310 ACCOUNT TOTAL*$ 000 .00 4
WATER TREATMENT
14. 1 DEMINERALLZCR GPM 21.5' 2500.CC 700.0G 53630.00 1FC3e.4C
14.	 2 CONDENSATE POLISa1N3 KW_ .0: 1.25- .30 .00 .00
PERCENT' TOTAL' DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 14 _	 .118 ACCOUNT TOTALVS 53680.00 1FC3C.4C
n
POWER CONDITIONING
15. 1 ST3 T3ANSFORM`R KVA- 477644.3 39 .00 2153323.72 43273.52
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 15 ?.791 ACCOUNT TCTALPS 2163929.72 -43278.59
r-t
AUXILIARY MECH ECUIFYZNT c
1S.	 1 SOILER ;FEE D PUM° 33'R.KW = 155234.9 .55 .04 35379.21 5209.40
16. 2 OTHER PUMPS KWE 226027.E .68 .12 19£904.29 27123.31
16. 3 MISC S = RVIC = SYS KW; 351644.2 1.17 .73 423123.56 264000.23
16. 4 AUXILIARY BOILER PPH C 4.0C .80 .00 .CC '
PFRCINT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN .ACCOUNT	 15 1.725 ACCOUNT TOTAL.$ 707407.14 297332.93
-,,
:1 1 a E Y FITTIN3S
17'. 1 CONVENTIONAL PIPING TON 30C.0 3000.CD 1800.00 900000.Oc. 54000C.CO °a
17.	 2 NOT 3AS PI'IN3 FT .0 .37 .9C .00 .1c!






COMSIN_) 3AS-ST_AM TURSINc CYCL= 	 ACCOUNT LISTI4G
`	 Continued PARAMETRIC POINT N0. 2
ACCOUNT NO..9 NAMTv 	 UNIT AMOUNT .MAT 4/'UNIT	 INS MNIT MAT COST*$ INS COST9S
AUXILIARY _L_:	 EQUIPMENT
18. 1 MISC MOTERS.ETC 22EC27.6 1.40 .17 316438.64 3E424.69
h	 13.	 2 SWITCHSEAR 8 MCC ?AN KW = 	22SO27.S 1.95 .45 1441553.81 101712.42
`	 18. 3 CONOUITsCABLESrTRAYS











18. 5 L'IEHTING 3 C4MKUN KWE 	 452C55.2 .35 .43 158219.32 -194383.7?
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN 4000UN7 1.8 = 7.444 ACCOUNT TOM w$ 2953n11.72 1380720.81
CONTR]Lr,INSTRUM= NT4TION
19. 1 COMPUTER EACH	 1.0 .CO .00 49240[.00 .CC s
19. 2 OTHER CONTROLS =ACA	 1.0 53000.00 36b03.00 60000.00 33000.90
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 13 = 1.G11 ACCOUNT TOTALS " 552400.CC 3E000.00
PROCESS WASTE SYSTEMS
20. 1 30TTOM 4S4 TPA	 .9 -	 .33 .00 .00__- .D^
70. 2 DRY ASH TPH	 .0_ .CC .00 .CO .00
20. 3 WET SLURRY TPA'	 .0 .00 .Off .00 .00
20. 4 ONSITE DISFOSAL	 -ACRE .0 7676.49 1107C.89 .00 .EC
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 20 = .700 ACCOUNT TOTALS .00 .00
STACK GAS ^L=ANIN3
21. 1 PRECIPLTATOR EACH	 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00
21.	 2 SCRU33ER KWE	 .0 34.16 15.56 .00 .00
71. 3 MISC STEEL & DUCTS 0 .00 .00 .00 .CO
P_RC_NT TOTAL OIRE3T COST IN ACCOUNT 21 = .700 ACCOUNT TOTALv$ .00 000
TOTAL DIRECT C'OSTSPS 4SS53789.00	 11354631.97
i




TOTAL CA P ITAL :DST	 it S
P	 GAS Tt;!
 tUINt CLt'FRLSSOR SECT,'SS
3AS TU73IN_ :3M3 343K:TS	 ems
A	 GA'^ 1::, rINL TUa'sI'VF HCTIG9*11S
V	 M I SC CAS TJ431N:
	
•MS
1	 GAS TUvb14E 3CNLPATOR
	 *MSST = A'( TJQ3I4' 3'N-4ATOR	 04S
HEAT RECOVERY STEAM GEN
	 *r's
? TOT MAJO4 CO`tPOV_VT COST
	
*Ms
E TOT MAJOR CCr.PONENT COSTrS/KWE
S 3ALANC = O= ?'_ANT :O;T	 rS/KW=
U S1 L LABCR
	 rS/KWE








? :SCALXTIOY COST	 r4/KW=
E INT OUPINC CONSTQ UCTION *s/KWE
% TOTAL CVIT4LIZATION 	 rS/KW=
K COST OF LLEC-CAPITAL*MILLS/KWE
3 COST 05FJcI
	 *Mi_LS/KWE
f COST OF LLEC-OPLMAIVrM1LLS/KWE
4 TOTAL COST O r :LEE •MILLS/KWE
N COE 0.5 CAP. FACTCR .MILLS/KWE
"OE 9.4 : 4 9 . = ACTOR •MILLS/KW=
COE 1.7XCAP. COST
	 •MILLS/KWE




TOTAL CAPITAL COST	 VMS
I	 GAS TU73IN 7 C04'R:3301 S_CTv4S
L	 GAS TURBINE COMB 9ASKETS	 •Mf
E	 GAS TU431N_ TJR3INE S:CTIOVr'!S
N	 MISC GAS TUREINE AUXILIARY •MS
T	 64S TUZ3ENE 3:N=R4TOR	 v4s
STEAM TUREINE GENERATOR	 .Ps
H =AT RECOVERY STEAM ;:N	 rKs
R TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COST
	
•MS
TOT MAJO? COMPONENT COSTS/KW
S BALANCE CF PLANT COST
	
.S/KWE
U SIT- LA90R	 *S/KWE
L TOTAL DIRECT COST	 rS/KWE
T TNDIR_CT COSTS	 rS/KWE
PROF B OWNER COSTS	 rS/KWE
3 CONTIN3 = 4^Y COST	 9S/KW-
ESCALATION LOST	 rS/KWE
INT )U4IN3 CONSTRJ:TEON @$/'(WE
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION	 •S /KWEK :DST OF -L	 CSOITALv41_LS/1(W^
D COST OF ELEC-FUEL
	
•MILLS/KWE
0 :DST Or :L:C-OPSMAIVrMILLS/KW:
W TOTAL GLST OF ELEC *MILLS/KWE
K COE 0.5 C10. FACT3R *MILLS/KYE
COE 0.9 CAP. FACTOR *MILLS/KWE




1	 3	 4	 5	 E	 7	 P
	
393.37




4.2"7	 x.414	 ?.414	 4.627	 4.027	 4027	 4.827
	







	 c.502	 °.9C'. 	 SC 	 °.9C2
	
13. 44 7	 5.740
	
5.710 11.431 11.131	 11.481 11.431
	
1C.7E5	 5.057	 5.057 IC.1IF IC.115	 I10I15 10.115
	
13.075	 5.353	 7.115 12.71? 12.2??	 17.084 11.745
	
24.206	 1.14C	 5.670 25.26E 27.540	 25.4eC 22.000
	
7`,.0:7 '4.338 35.530 75.152 77.152 	 73.255 69.795
	
9`. .8r7	 ?.IC2 51.334 94.711 97.350	 93.654 9C.46e
	
114.n'? '.2.49'7 32.332 25.7.9; ?4.753	 29.117 21.552
	
77.5[^ 77.4°.0 29.!159 27.293 2S.6-1 	 25.127 28.1F
	
237. 393 1 r 1.082 153.5?S 149.293 155.795 	 151.133 144.146
	
3?.S55 1F.04C 15.228 12r .914 15.170	 14.855 14.365
	
23.033 12.097 12.232 11.853 12.404 	 12.155 11.955
	
26.159	 9.CE5	 °..221 10.356 Ir.883 	 v	 Ir..59S 11.32C
	
53.5?3 "?.077 22.733 29.44^_ 31.3 V3
	 "	 31.212 23.370
	
63.253 ?'.775 24.214 ','.816 34.547 	 ^4	 33.619 32.671
	
Y35.532 ?3.125 236.351 ?40.717 259.936 	 7	 ?53.37? 245.766
	
15.6?7	 7.37C	 7.451	 7.749
	
6,.217	 4	 9.0 IC	 7.8C1
	




.591	 .58°	 .Se3 	 .588	 .589
	
?4.251 27.393 71.137 ?7.130 27.539 	 27.670 27.715
	
n .C71 29.625 25.548 29.631 30.115 	 a	 31.184 3[.167
	
21.233 '5.845 25.711 25.643 25.373	 z	 25.094 25.178
	
27.3°C '3.777	 8.638 26.740 2:.1£1	 25.772 23.275
	




23.397 26.946 2[.827 26.742 27.078	 p 7. 72 27.279
	
22.1?"_' ?0.337 26.41'0 2S.1?5 ?5.4?7 	 2;.91 ?6.556
3	 11	 11	 i2	 13	 14	 15	 15
191.92 _92.8L 191.01 156.27 153.59 168.33 153.6[ 21E.13
	
4.927	 4.927	 4.427	 4.827	 4.927	 4.827	 4.927	 4.9?7
	
1.356	 1.366	 1.366	 1.366	 1.36E	 1.3EE	 1.366	 1.366
	
3.924	 9.983	 3.372	 9.912
	
3.32	 3.902	 9.902	 1.912
11.54C 11.424 11.481 11.491 11.481 11.481 11.481 12.4P1






S.87r	 3.1[3 1C.C3C	 9.C23 11.538
27.717 1 3.327 ??.520 ?4.T20 21.14 ?3.123 ?3.120 31.640
70.349 70.8(3 7C.C66 72.281 67.°_57 7C .E 4C 6°.834 81.268
33.527 31.445 93.833 32.791 90.674 93.354 9;.207 101.843
25.437 -5.468 29.54E 2°.323 23.065 27.C75 36.555 29454
23.254 ?3.535 23.3 ?5 24.351 27.741 26.9,16 23.716 31.258
14E.211 149.449 148.7?4 151.115 147.47('. 144.3£6 1[1.478 162.155
14.41[ 14.553 11.443 14.755 14.148 13.739 14.645 15.94;
11.857 11.956 11.899 12.C99 11.794 11.545 12.?18 12.97.
13.331 11.412 1:1.353 10.534 10.239 10.065 11.184 11.3311
	
25.424	 9.652 25.4ar *C.02C 21470 2E.E3F 31.499 32.3P7
32.737 37.397 32.734 33.433 32.271 31.861 34.945 35.355
246.976 249.008 247.711 251.976 244.555 240.213 266.719 270.842
	
7.97	 7.872	 7.931	 7.954	 7.744	 7.594	 11,.432
	
A.552
15.188 15.259 15.337 I9.13S 15.811 IS .0 If 2[.643 16.662
	
.59^	 .547	 .549	 .599	 .c:73	 .552	 .552
	
.59B
27.583 "7.719 27.757 27.6^-1 2£.214 27.164 29.'26 27.e32
31.037 3).132 33.217 33.192 30.643 23.553 3?.167 30.5k22
2F.045 ?E.If! 26 . 224 26.12? 2E . f.A7 2S .EE5 27 .871 2C.I.
?9.145 '9.23• ?3.3?3 29.244 29.7'? 23.612 31.213 29.544
31.421 '1.571 31.3'4 '1.519 32.2 ; 2 3C.°_E7 33.635 '1.568
?7.147 77.273 ?7.319 ?7.?45 17.782 26.739 29.055 27.353
26.532 76.610 76.704 26.£1[ 77.177 7C *24C 23.4r2 26.674
rT-hle 6.8	 CCMST4EC GAS-STEAM TURBINE CYCLE 'UMMARY PLANT RESULTS
Continued
PAFAMLTRIC POINT 27 16 19 20 21 22 23 2i
TOTAL	 CA 2 IT4L	 :OST	 VMS ?1?.42 '75.49 ?73.25 92.20 19.34 39.95 89.77 59.2•
P	 GAS TURBINE COMPRESSOR SECTVMS 3.620 2.414 2.414 7.414 7.414 2.414 2.414 2.414
S%S	 TU23IN_	 COM3	 34SK:TS	 VMS 1.024 .693 .033 .033 .593 .693 .633 .693
A	 GAS TUPeINE TURBINE SECTION 00 1 7.420 4.951 4.951 4 . 951 4.951 4.°E2 4.940 4.551
V	 MESC 34S TUR3IN _ 	 % UKILI % RY	 V MS 3.S11 5.749 5.740 5 . 7%0 5.740 5 . 770 5 . 712 5.740
T	 GAS TURBINE CENERATOR	 VMS 7.586 5.057 S.C57 5.057 5.C57 S.CeS 5.031 5.057
13.030 15.933 ?4.352 5.457 0.295 6.315 0.390 r9325ST'jM TJR3I4'	 i 7 N=RAT3R	 •MS
HEA	 RECOYERT STEAM CEN	 VMS 2£.998 26.610 34.998 1C.20C 0.73C 5.14C °..150 :.880
2 TOT MAJOR '04PON-NT	 ZOST	 VMS l7.35? 32.393 73.635 35.532 33.951 34.369 34.319 54.750
E TOT MAJOR COMPCNENT COSTVS/KWE Q3.3C2 79.7V2 74.773 91.603 81.1°.3 88.'_5[ 89.241 86.493SALON^:	 3 =	 PLANT	 CO5T	 •SIO(WE_t1 3%.333 i2.031 3%.013 32.373 32.563 32.454 37.519 37. 518^I	 i	 LA13OR	 rS/KWE 3.3 .7S? _7 1.248 31.765 3f.202 2 0239 25.442 25.53F 29.315
L	 TOT4L	 )IZ=:T	 COST	 rS/KW: 161.514 1%3.041 141.1S9 154.134 149.385 157.947 151. 15!1.326
T INDIRECT COSTS
	 rS/KWE 17.214 15.936 lc. .2CC 15.4[3 14.912 15.12E 15.063 14.951
°R0 =	6	 OWNER	 COSTS	 9S/KW_ 12.921 11.491 11.233 12.335 11.399 12.053 12.103 12.726
8 CONTINGENCY COST	 •S/KWE 12.030 11.451 21.628 9.256 E.99G S.C53 S.C76 9.018
2	 '1C4L%TI)11	 '0ST	 .S/KW' 3'.713 '7.189 33.31"0 ?2.531 21.390 2?.054 27.100 21.959
E IMT OURING CONSTRUCTION
	
9%/KWE 41.511 42.796 Vr.197 24.298 23.Se2 23.750 23.7°8 23.646
1	 TOTAL	 J4'ITALIZ4TIO4	 PS /KW' ? 91.97? Z l ?.504 ?S4.333 ? 33.030 731.37% ?32 . 737 ?33 . 434 231.926
K COST OELEC-CAPITAL•MILLS/KWE `.912 8.298 0.358 7.52c, 7.314 7.359 1.379 7.332
0	 OF	 7 LE 	 .'(ILLS/KW'
0 COST OF ELEC-068MAINrMILIS/KWE
19.237 73.'02 ?3.330 13.234 13.413 13.236 19.399 19.376
.636 .^09 .615 .S90 .501 .551 .592 .591
4	 T014L	 COST	 O r	"LE-	 •MILLS/KW= 23.734 '9.159 23.473 ?7..'.43 27.373 ?7.245 27.359 27.298
N CO	 0.5 CAP. FACTOR	 rMILLS/KWE 31.569 '1.770 32.492 29.718 29.E29 2°_.564 20.685 25.6C9
COE
	 7.9	 -'4P.	 FACTOR •MILLS/KW: 27.031 ?7.539 71.231 25.8£:3 21.977 75.791 25.9!11 ?5.849
COE	 1.2XCAP. COST
	 rMILLS /KWE 3C . 566 30 . 878 31 . 545 2E.BS4 2P . 7E6 2E . 717 2E . 835 28.765
^OE
	
1.2X'J'L	 COST	 .M[_LS/KWE 32.031 :.'..221 34.353 31.135 31.?'17 31.104 31.237 31.173
COE	 (CONTINCENCY-C1	 rMILLS/KWE 2.^.258 :'8.648 2S.334 26.984 2C.SCS 2E.E89 27.CC2 20.943
:OE	 (:SC%L%TION=31	 •MILLS/KWE 27.453 ?7.799 29.427 25.555 25.55% 26.493 25.593 26.537
V 4TAM_TRIC °DINT 25 2S 27 29 ?9 30 31 32
TOTAL CAPITAL COST
	
VMS 91.44 88.12 87.F9 89.27 gr.S7 122.58 1[0.67 134.63
'	 94S TU79I 14E	 COMPR E SSOR	 S=CTVMS 2.414 7.414 2.414 2.414 70414 2.414 1.797
1.392L	 GAS TURBINE COMB GASKETS
	
VMS .683 .Ee3 .E83 .6e3 .6e3 .SE3 .342 s
4	 GAS TU43IN=	 TJR)IN=	 S=CTIO'(VMS %.351 %.951 4.351 71.951 1.951 4.351 2.475 7.475
N	 MISC GAS TURBINE AUXILIARY V MS .5.740 5 . 740 5 . 740 S .74C 5. 740 5.740 7.870 2.87p
T	 G%S TUR3IN_ 3_N=R4TOR	 VMS 5.057 5.057 5.757 5.057 5.057 5.057 2.629 2.529
STEAM TURBINE FENERATOP
	
VMS 6.39Q 6.278 6.495 5.421 7.000 9.257 2C.33C 12.9E1
HEAT	 R'C0VERI	 ST='.M	 3_N	 VMS 9.890 8.561 9.330 9.1£10 90939 14.454 9.198 12.268
R TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COST	 VMS 3.115 _'3.683 34.430 33.360 34.844 42.557 28.950 34.671
-	
TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COSTS/KWE 33.932 13.500 93.132 93.1n4 90.767 92.409 81.851 74.196
S BALANCE OF PLANT COST
	
•S/KWE 32.44 32.526 29.812 41.042 32.591 3E.C4C 45.836 50.286
U S1T =	LA30R	 .S/KWE 3^.079 '9.158 27.792 29.623 23.553 34.557 40.137 41.834
L TO DIRECT COST
	
rS/KWE 153.414 150.194 145.796 162.76Q 153.017 163.[05 167.825 166.306
T	 INDIRECT COSTS
	
•S/KW= 15.314 14.375 14.17% 15.113 15.125 17.620 20.470 21.336
PROF I OWNER COSTS
	
rS/KWE 12.273 12.016 11.664 13.022 12.241 13.C%I 13.426 13.305








LATION 2p2pp2.11432 21. 5885 21.296 23.1355 2+2.331 2ZZ^ .3396 33.7142Z4 3339g5.502
A ?O^ALUCAP^TALI2ATI	 I)ON y VS%KME 23E.7^%6 231.534 224.62° 249.0$1 235.940 2E6.168 394.631 2Q8.06p
K 'OST	 OF	 - LEC-C4PETALv4ILLS/KWE 7.495 7.319 7.131 7.874 70453 8.414 9.998 9.1 6
23.59D COST OF ELEC-FUEL
	
•MILLS/KME 19.309 19.SP3 29.IC0 20.798 19.419 15.971 22.404
0	 OST	 OF	 "l=C-OPBM%1N•MILLS/KWE .531 .599 .552 .55, .592 .599 .621 .631
'TOTALW	 COST OF ELEC	 •MILLS/KWE 27.385 27.490 26.753 29.223 27.47C 2P.S8% 32.623 33.256
N0E	 13.5	 "A^.	 7 4CTOR	 VMILLS /KWE 2 3. 742 ?9.797 23.335 31 . 637 ?3 . 318 3t.L23 34 . 834 36.	 99
31.974COE C.8 	 CAP. FACTOR	 •MILLS/KWE 25.9[7 26.043 25.347 27.672 25.99C 27.332 3[.261
"OE
	




	 •MILLS/KWE 31.247 31.406 30.573 33.383 31.353 32.578 36.SC4 37 94
:E	 fCONTIN3_NCY=11	 VMILLS/KW.- 27.023 ._'7.135 ?5.479 ?9.942 ?7.!1d 7.9.541 31.532 37.74!3
COE	 (ESCALATION= p 1	 •MILLS/KWE 26.607 'E.731 26.015 2E..15 2E.695 27.545 3[.818 31.982




4 U1 \T ,. _ ^4 ?c ?E ;. ; .'f 2°. 4t?
T3T4L	 :4'1 IT46	 :037	 •'"i 15	 .T1 t#7.?2 I%%.31 137.7.. 1:1.4' 107.17 163.13 1ES.t7
f'	 G:.S	 )oir--I.'.!	 Co rQ	 (SOP	 !7ECT* ll 4.#1 4.E?7 Zit? E.907 4 . 45 4 .E"7 r.z?E 8.907
0A5
	 Tul3r%*	 "JMi	 ii;4 7 TS	 0,11.1 1._l:l 1.222 1.?79 1.?37 2.147 1.2'1% 10352 1.3:9
A	 GAS	 TU !-EIYL	 TU^'ItiL	 SECfIr`^. 3 S ^.141 '.582 y . 5?4 =.C-91 ^. r3= °.ac_r 1[.114 IC.5E?
V	 MLSC GAi	 iJ43IN = 	AJYt.[%°Y	 •"t 1.5+ '.373 3.927 '.651 7.775 3. 3- ,! 9. 67 ,4 9.2561	 GA:	 TUG£INE
	 CEIIERATCR	 rrs 7.646 7.94[ =.0 CS 7 .92E 1.81. 1 S.E31 ? .773 r 034ST-- A'7	 TJR3IN = 	3'N_R4T9 0	*4$ 3. 7-1 7.519 ".33, 5.325 I:.314 8.57? 7.7'3 7.2?G
HEA) FE COYtkY $ TEA"	 !'F!;	 r"S I. .3.^.' 11 . 2 7^ Ik . 26' 13 . 02E 23 . 440. IE.° CC If .72C IE.22E
I T9T MU OR .014*04 4 T COST
	 rys 5T. 34? 1S.S7% 5;.733 55.393 SSo^l' 51.331 -.?.734 6^..759
t	 TOT MAJ(:R	 C(!lt0 GRtHT COST . %/KWC °''. 551 106 ►2'-2 122 . 424 13C .Cir 93 . 8r,E °.5 .54° ICE .6°7 114.477
,	 3A	 AVC =
	):	 ?L4%1	 COST	 .S/KK" 3'.33% ?%.111 3:.133 38.317' 3:.33; 31.7' 1 37.775 33.335SIT'-	 LA6C14	 .S/KWC 31.V4 °...3[. 34.CGS 36.471 2°.S1'• 2^.E44 3C.F13 ;1.°•E[
L	 TOTAL )IR'^T COST 	 .s/KW- 1C4.0?3 !•?.771 1?2.5?7 211.?31 %5 1 .35? 156.43# I69.7S^ 349.371
T INDIRECT	 COSTS
	
. i/KkE 10.144 1E.47P 1 7. 37E IA .57F 25. 25-. I c_.21° 15 . 652 If.2°9
0 20	 B OIN.R -3 TS	 .S/K W. 1'.177 13.92? 1	 .417 IS.372 12.325 1?.511 13.591 14.430
8 CONT1hkifNCY CC5T
	
*4 /KwE 12 .211 21 . 5P3 12 . 765 13.827 20.641 IC . 7C7 ll . ftl 12.1187	 : Sr 4L4Ti74	 CnST	 .S/KW= 3'.813 '1.715 3i.33d 36.713 37.332 ?9.951 31.789 3:.703E I0 OURINC	 IIKWE 34 .0 76 34.97? 37.833 4r .2f. 7 33.411, '3.16`. 35.143 !f .147C
%	 TOTAL ^ 4°ITALU4TI04	 V S/KW--- 731.343 51_04C3 337.355 ?55.791 257 . 9.9 2770422 7 97.743
K COST Of	 ELEC-CArTTAL•KILL./KwE .S1C 5.894 ..813 1E.671 r.CPE '.IS* p.77C °.2144
)	 :OST	 OF	 :L - C- r J'L	 rMI :LS/KWc 21. 333 1 1 . 16%; ?2.33; ?3.0'15 7 1.I%,2 2 3 .203 ? . 599 21.'13
0 COS) OF ELEC-G F YMAIN ► M ILL_/KwE .5?7 .Ln4 .593 .594 .593 .5:1 05°D .590
1	 TOTAL	 C OST O°	 ! L-'	 .MI_LS/Ka 3-,. !ill % 1 .93,4 3?.%3? 3%.273 ? 9.341 ?3.3 1## 23.950 31.358
N COE	 0.5 CAP. FACTOR	 *MILLS/KWE. 33.170 13.713 35.495 37.514 2 32.378 •31.5rl 32.70? .'3.945
"OE
	 0.3 -. A D .	 F4CTOR	 •MILLS/KW-. ?1.3%^ '9.102 72.5?9 32.134 27.'5^ 77.341 24.2'41 ?9.21682.2Y4P. COST	 .MILLS/KWE '' 	 .:.15 : ".713 7 4.405 'C .4G4 °C.4 r^b 3[.575 31.714 ?2.909
'OE	 t.? X = J_L	 COST	 •MILLS/K il- 3%.711 '.!.22' 3;,.350 33.371 32.77' 3?. 314 316.079 35.370COE	 (CONTINGENCY=C1	 .MILLS/KkE 3f.r,W; ?!`.454 31.91E 73.703 20.353 2".4fF 2 n .4PC 70.556
COE	 IcSC%LAIION =? 1	 .`!ILLS/KW= .417 7?. a11 31.225 32 . 975 ?7 . 767 77 . 373 7 3 . 83) 24.396
3'% 7 AM=TRIC	 P OINT #1 4? #3 44 35 %5 47 169
TOTAL
	 CAPITAL COST	 .MS 2CCVIC I 0 :.42 193.82 175.3 2?5.57 2kr.=4 :C7.IC I C_! .F9
'	 SAS	 TU1114 = 	 Z OM°R	 SSO 4 	S-,;T#46 3.%^'i 4.327 3 . 33% ?.387 4.459 4.627 3.333 0.977
L	 GAS TU PPINE CCF 8 EASKETS	 * ►' s ' .21: 1 . 3-.6 1.424 1.43-. 1 . 2FG 1 .435 2 A S7 1.5111
%	 B%S	 TU39I4:	 TURITN!	 S::TI ?4.4S 1:.343 9.9:2 1:.522 11.393 10 . 759 11. 1 9% 11.1D'^ ll.S"61	 .741N	 MISC GAS	 TUN_INE	 AUVILIAP.Y	 .MS 1'.LZ? '1 . 4P1 IC.8G4 1C .451 11 . 808 12.C'! 12 .044
T	 84S	 TU13I4 = 	 3= N_Q4T9R	 rya ^.780 17.115 3.352 9.531-P 1'.354 11.15; 1!.164 10.814
STEAM TUREINE CENE R ATC O 	.MS 11.564 °.855 G ►978 8.191 13.692 11..1° S.9CC !kS29
4:47	 R-COYcRY	 ST !-'%4	 ;.9	 *yS '3.7;2 '3.2]7 13.37' 17.444 32.947 29. ?4) 27. 7.47 27.270
R	 TCT MAJOP. COYPCNLNT	 COST	 r1+S ?:.758 7C.746 E5.4°3 E7.153 EFoS71 4 1 .0 7? 77.2?3 73.E77
-	 TOT 44J:4 C04?ONr4T COST*$/K4' 97.'1%3 1 2.2?3 97064 in?.599 9307?3 99.63,4 91.940 911.566
S BALANCE CF PLANT COST	 .S/KwE 2..813 -'9.265 ?9.972 11.113 27.593 27.SSE 2i. r9
U SIT:	 LA372	 *S/KI: 27.041 3.471 21.53'_ 23.379 ?3.75C 27.7%1 27.343 ?7.570
L TOTAL DIRECT COST	 .S/KWE 14_'.479 146.915 25 = .56' : 103.041 I4S.56: 145.42( 147.r%£ 2!1.235
T	 IN)[R = Ct COSTS	 PS /KW- 14.1?7 14.4?5 17.351 1%.957 14.,437 14.149 13.943 14.75PROF	 8 06NEN COSTS	 . t /KkE 11.413 11013 1.477 13.43 11.645 I1.C33 11.912 12.
3	 'ONTI43:4:Y	 'OTT	 .S/416: I-.l173 t^.375 17.777 11.171 1.361 Il.?83 11.310 11.54
25.93R ESCALATION COST	 .S/KWE 2 .3?I 29.553 3C.345 31.16' 3:.152 25.734 25.6'1
IN' 3U4I43
	
O4STRJ^TI3 4 	•6/KWL 32.233 '2.319 33.333 3%.533 33.715 '3.277 33.394 33.314
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION 	 * S/KWE 24L.211 :48.1:'1 257 . 922 "67 .907 24F .84C [` 44.41? 246.SC2 ZF1.174
K :DST	 OF	 - L "-CA°ITAL 94 I_LS/KW- 7.53" 7.93# 3.1513 3 . 4,3 7.772 7.725 7.794 7. 94 0
D COST Of ELEC-FUEL
	
.MILLS/K WE 1..255 3'.221 1^.596 20.624 28.676 2:.4E2 15.744 19.15E
D :DST	 G =	 'L'^-O P SM % IYrMELLS / KWE . 5 .16 .533 .533 .533 .593 .533 .5115 .586
W TOTAL CO!;T OF ELFC	 *MIL D/KkE 27.444 :7 .65? ^3.304 2°.0'1 2C . S89 2E . 775 27 . 12.4 27.fe2
I	 COE
	 3.5	 "%'.	 =%CTJR	 94t'_LS/KN- 29.134 '%.119 ?7.351 31.733 29.431 29.71,4 '9.574 3C.1T5
COE n,.3 CAP. FACTOR	 •MILL_/KWE 25.940 'E.1rF; ?G.701 27.414 75.457 25.252 25.5P3 2E.	 18
'OE
	
1.29:A°.	 COST	 •MILLS/KW-r 23.91;4 '1.2?2 '3.93,4 3`.775 7 3.543 23.329 24.033 29.270
COE	 1.?XFUEL COST	 *MILLS/KWE 31.2°6 31.4Cn 32.217 33.08E 30.714 3C.46° 3E.873 31.513
0	 ICONfl4; 7 4CT=)1	 v4V-L;/KW : 27.n17 17.215 27.851 28.013 75.545 25.337 73.684 27.22 5





























	 5f	 51	 52	 53	 E4	 55	 56
rn
rn
TOTAL CA I IT4L :DST	 94%
P	 GAS- TUF • BINE CGMFP.ESSOF SECTVMS
GAS YU13I4 7 C OM3 34iK 7 1S	 VyS
a	 GGS TU'EINE TUR3IME SECTICNVMS
V	 MISC '45 T'J33EN- A'JXI'--IARY VMS
T	 GAS 1V 9; 6INE :'ENERATOP	 VMS
ST 7-44 T'JR3I4 = 3"N'74T34	 VMS
HIAT RECOVtRY STEAM CEN	 VMS
4 TOT M4J02 C.14PO4 t- NT COST	 VMS
E TOT MAJOR COMPONENT CCSTVS/KWE
S T ARN^ = 0 = PL LMT COST	 V S/KW7
U SITL LAbCR	 VS/KWE





 8 GiN = R COSTS	 VS/KW=
B CONTINGENCT COST	 VS/KWE
2 :SC%LATI39 C OST	 VS/KW:
E TNT DURINC CONSTRUCTION Vf/KWE
1 TOTAL CA 3 I14LIZ4TION	 VS/KW=
K COST OF FLEC-CAPITALVMILLS/KWE
Z "OST OF :mac` J t L •MILLS/KW:
0 COST OF ELEC-OPBMAIN#MILLS/KWE
I TOTAL CO3T 3= -L-' #MILLS/KW'
N COE C.5 CAP. FACTOR •MILLS/KWE












11.172 22.4051?.515 13.21711.550 12.2fs
	
14.'3 = 7	 12.3134.5FC '0..640
	
31.531	 37.313 14.741	 41.Si784.7E7 L5.412 91.679 Rr.CTC
	25.67 	 =.817 27.343 27.541
	
2L q (-!,	 L.4F3 '5.736 26.413
133.271 139.;35 143.759 144.no5
1.721 13.49E 17.125 13.471
ll.f3? 21.095 11.251 11.525
	
3.952	 3.941 1C.02C 1[.194
23.2 - 7 ?3.733 .73.755 29.374
32.813 X2.575 32.505 32.75'2





13.315 17.915 13.335 13.425
	
.583	 .5P.5	 .584	 .533
2',,.3?5 ?5.325 ?3.133 26.543
22.666 28.263 28.519 29.C41
24.857 ?4.459 24.595 75.135
27.811 27.41C 27.6EC 26.167
23.936 13.539 73.732 37.32525.807 25,.4 '8 75.734 26.20E











































?3.363 ?7.757121 .e51 134.417
39.4?3 42.750























I	 34S TU3314 7 C O4 m R 7 SSnR i7CTV43




 T'R3I4 7 S7:TI9NVMS
N	 MI  TURC WE AUXILIARY VMS
T	 GAS TU4314E 3:NERATOR	 VMS
STEAM 1UREINE CENEPATOR	 VMS
NEAT R:COV_RY STEAM 3 = 4	 VMS
R TOT MAJOP COMPONENT COST	 P.
TOT MAJOR COM?ON_NT COSTS/KWE
S BALANCE OF PLANT COST
	
VS/KWE
U SIT = L430Q	 VS /KWE
L TOTAL DIRECT COST
	
VS/KWE
T INDIRE CT COSTS	 VS/KW-
PROF 8 OWNER COSTS	 VS/KWE
3 :ONTIDSG"N:Y COST	 VS/KWE
R ESCALATION COST	 .S/KWE
E TNT OURIN3 CONS T RUCTION VS/KW=
A TOTAL CAPITALIJATION 	 VS/KWE
K C OST OF :L 7 ^.-CAPITALVMI-LS/KWE
0 COST OF ELEC-FUEL	 •MILLS/KWE
0 0 T OF "L=C-OPSM4I4V`1[:LS/KWE
W TOTAL COST OF ELEC •MILLS/KWE
N :DE 7.5 :4P. FACTOR #MILLS/KW=
COE C.8 CAP. FACTOR .MILLS/KWE
COE 1.2X:AP. COST	 #MILLS/KW=
COE 1.2XFUEL COST #MILLS/KWE
COE (CONTI4;=NCY=)1 #NI:LS/KW_
COE (ESCALATION=01 #MILLS/KWE
57 53 59 50 S1 S2 S3 i4
64.31 80.17 79.18 74.FC 57.28 88.12 F,3 .F4 1[7.34
2.23 2.414 4.1;9 4.453 2.231 4.159 4.453 2.230
.574 .647 .676 .679 .607 .712 .715 .64C V-r
9.259 4.725 5.057 5.277 .174 5.311 5.547 5.379 ►
4.885 4.965 4.837 4.628 5.343 °.432 5.245 5.	 44 0
4.435 4.515 4.337 4.173 4.893 4.981 4.796 5.477 d6.415 5.331 4.479 3.904 7.725 `_.471 4.845 8.017
9.223 9.320 7..430 0.910 11.244 90453 7.690 13.260

















31.011 31.453 32.597 34.055 30.357 37.433 31.057 29.533 L-1156.114 161.3C8 174.024 164.075 254.092 IFC.754 166.771 149.029
IS. 31S 16.746 1	 .070 17.303 15.479 15.521 15.833 15.062 V-'
12.489 12.9[5 13.922 14.722 12.327 12.861 13.342 12.922
3.231 9.535 10.204 10.7'17 3.?92 9.581 9.868 9.	 97
22.44E 72.812 24.102 24.995 22.782 23 .0 93 23.55C 2279
24.13? '1.432 25.336 26.733 24.:59 211.835 25.290 24.395
246.283 247.098 264.757 278.53C 231.532 24E.E42 254.659 232.075
7.596 7.811 8.373 9.805 7.541 7.797 8.750 7.336
20.3751 20.171 20.502 21.040 19.741 IT.552 19.959 19.299
.536 .592 .531 .591, .595 .589 .588 .594
2S.5E7 ?8.574 25.462 31.435 27.876 27.°38 28.597 27.23C
3:.957 31.729 3?.735 33.189 33.253 30.398 31.124 29.542
27.068 27.035 27.618 X .765 21.33n 2E.4C1 27.C13 25.779
33.035 30.137 31.135 32.196 23.395 7 9.497 3n.207 29.697
32.642 32.608 33.563 34.643 31.875 31.848 32.589 31.089
29.233 ? 3.272 79.735 39.019 27.511 27.56? 29.211 26.870





	 CAS-STF.,"_M TUFEINE CYCLE, `UMMAP.Y PLANT RESULTS
Go Tinued !f
P, PA41 TRIC F0.09T c E E.'6 07 68 E9 7C 71 72
TJTkL
	 GA D IT4L'70ST	 .M3 131. IS 9x.7 93.43 113.17 111.34 108.34 152.10 ?35.10
P' GAv TL` p BINE Comm-USSOR SFCT.,"5 .:.414 4.1E'_' 4.453 2.230 2.414 4.1ES 4.454 4.453S;IS'T'J43IN z 	COM3
	
35,5KETS	 94S .713 .743 .753 .573' .755 .785 .765 1.2136P4 TU,-HIfv E	 TURP-INE	 SECTIONs"$ 5 .9 S7 E.55C 5.803 £.586 x.243 6.724 F.	 C62 IE.458
V M1s'	 34S,TU331N=	 AJXI_IARY	 PM$ S.fi4-1 x.022 5.305 0.253 6.9-03 6.537 5. 514 11.4?5
T GA!	 TiJPETC;E	 C?	 N[' P ATCR	 rN$ 5.578 5.552 5.4C2 5.775 6.1C4' 6.131 6.E 16 10.508
STIAM	 TJ:23EN	 3-N`RfiT')Q	 •M$ 7.57 5.373' 5.707 ?.332 3.0'4 7.112 6.754 13.742
f VAT	 ^E COVI RY STEAM	 ( - EN	 .N$ 1[.740 3.21'C E.7CO 11.£61. 12.330 IC.78C S.2CC 31.52C
€
T3T MkJ34 °.OMPON"NT C7ST
	 Vm$ 32.173 17.0- 14 . 3;.74= 42.364 42.543 42.339 39.346 81.325
G: T,-,T PA,J I,p	 CL	 PON`t v T	 COST v$ /KWE 3°_ .311 `C.114 24.302 83.172 85.105 8 _.197 88 . 707 3E.C4C
"a 3 AL'<^[r	 ^'	 PLANT	 015T	 1 S/K14E 31.951 11.44'_ 32.342 33.9 .27 ?3.719 30.294 3'1.577 27.757U' `.IT'-	 LArOk	 *'f /K 23 . 'SE 'S.4F3 25.250 27.995 27.789 27.81E 27.519 28.416
TOTAL 1i2r3T
	
COST	 r8 /KWE 14 M? E 1.3.039 155.392 142.123 142.614 L47.139 146. 803 152.2244
T rNC ^t,CT	 COST=	 r¢ /KWE 14.ESG 14.511 14.921 14.277 14.173 14.187 14.035 14.492
f 0	 1.1NE.2	 ,.O	 F3	 . a/K:d= 11. 3 q [) ? ?.OD1 12.472 11.370 11.403 .11.77S 11.744 12.178CCi:INCE N)CY COST	 $/K Wt f.S98 3.6£,3 9.362 8.743 8.75, E.5O6 8.°27 1C.79C
2 =,^^LkTIOR	 "^ST,
	
+S/Kw 2 ."4 7 ?:?C3 '7.755 ?1.323 23.395 ??.325 2'.013 31.183t 'NT OUP lml  C6NSTPUC-r ION	 .$/KWE 23.x53 3.°44' 24.505 23.73E 23.640 24.134 23.770 34.833
S TOTAL	 CA'TLAL,i?ATION	 13 /_'SW5 ?2'3.333 '_' T 1.731 239.922 ?.22.179 ?22.537 228.613 227.291 255.770
K, COST OF
	 LLEC -CAFlTAt.'TlLL-/KWI 7.2E 7.320 7.534 7.024 7.035 7.227 7 .185 8.083? -_OS_f	 O f	 -LE°- Y J_	 IM	 _LS/KWE 1"x.313 03.355 13.135 19.200 13.423 18.431 19.567 19.738
0 'DST CF ELEC-OPtVAINvXILLS/KWE .5'SG 5 8. .537 .heft .53'5 .587 .586 .583
J TOT 10-	 COST ' 0	 -Er	 sMI'_LS/'K'WE ?S.G53 ?: .7Sn 27.3ZS 2x.9123 20.047 ?5.215 2 Fl) .337 27.410
N CUE
	 C.= CA€'.	 FACT051 	.MILLS/KWE 2! .SE1 '9or77 25.713 29.047 22.?F9 22.4 S5 22.9.6C4 29.946005	 ",.3	 7$ a .	 = ACTOR	 .MILLS/KW_ ?r;.73? "5.320 ?5.8 7 3 25.437 '_4.6.53 ?4.735 ?.4.915 25.8?0C0E	 1.2XCAP.	 CuST	 .;HILLS/KWE 2:1 i23 2.S..2 3T ?$.843 28.233 27.454 27.E51 27.774 29.626
_T.	 :{ = 'J7L	 °.7aT	 aMI'_LS/Kw= :.437 73.533 31.157 3?.603 23.732 ?'3.395 3l.ffi1 32.257
E	 CC	 Txy fiE"1CY_C 	 :MILL S/KWECC	 I' 2.313 21, .470 20.957 ?6.4CC 25.E'- 2E.852 25.924 26.95C a
:?t	 tESCA:4TiON::	 z`1IL L5/'(S;E 2a. 637 5.997 25.537 23.004 ?_5.295 25.433 25.572 25.292rn
3 $2A?:	 RIC	 'OT°1T 13 71 75 7S 77 78 79 30 j
TO TAL CANTTAL COST	 VMS 2.08.17 ZC?.? 9 ?CD.30 252 . 72 743 .P2 232 . 14 222.33
OAS	 TU13IN_	 ',OM? R=5508	 S=CT * 4$ i.3?7 3.333 3.307 4.453- 4.327 8.338 8.907
L" GAS,:TUR5INE COSH :` 1ASKET_`	 IN$ 1.3CE 1.424 1.430 1.2,13' 1.3EG 1.424 1.438
9 84S	 TU13IN 7
	TJS'31'4 =" S = CTIOWrM$ 13.551 L3.418 19.333 21.253 24.215 25.392 27.368
N MISC UAS 'TJREINE ALXILIAP,Y 	 .M$ 11.862 11.774 11.440 11.965 12.484 12.451 12.146
T u4S TUUlN	 3=N=BATOR	 ,M3 13.923 19.345 11.522 11.032 11.521 11.493 11.?31'
STEAM TUREINE GENERATOR	 .M$ 10.648 9.452 8.450 13.667 11.061 `'.410 8.884
4-- AT
	
R?C0Y_RY	 STSAM 37-N	 VMS ?3.4?a ?7.9?J 13.330 32.270 19.240 22.437 19..560
R TOT	 MAJOR CC•'M P CtiEMT	 COST	 1M$ 81.712 21.271 78.737 - 95-..7°3 S3.784 21.965 83.495
T`us
	
t-}j.%JR COMPON=NT	 C OST.$/KW' 35.157 132.173 1 1 5.559 97.740 10 1 .074 107. 555 112.418
'_ALANCE	 (:F PLANT	 COST	 r$/KWE 203.377 23.857 25.788 27.232 27.827 26.1°_C 28.849 dU ST • LL	 A]' R	 •$/	 W'-7C	 L	 ,7	 K 27.?_S2 '7.323 23 . 325 23.	 92 2 ?3.13"0 .627	 95 27.397 b r	 ;
t L'COTAL DIRECT COST	 r4lKWE` 15".7 x_6 188.950 165.063 153.134 15£.039 163.451 159.164 aQ) 3
( T'Iq,I4rCT CJSTS	 .$/Kd 13.333 14.241 14.445 14.332 14.353 14.125 14.227 (a
€
PROF & OWNER CCSTS	 +$/KWE 12.054 12.716 13.205 12.251 12.C43 13.116 13.533 o j
3 "'ONTINGENCY COST	 rS/KWE
fSCALATION' COST	 w$/KkE 11.514 11.131 11.441 1^.'924 11.2000 II.503 11.81,7
u
R 30.401 '1 .494 32 . 167 31. .722 32 .249 32 .7711 '33.3 r9
INT 9URIND CONSTUCTION .$/KW - 33.973 5.058 35.743 35.433 35.022 36.541 :17.158 uA TOTAL CAPITALIZATION
	 . $ /KWE 251 .6,.2 2£13 . 561 272 . 664 257 .853 2E4 .5C2 271.4E2 270.278 -	 u {K ^'OST' 0 = 	 T L 7 C-CA°ITALP41I	 L5IKWE 7.955 3.332 3.631 9.151 9.351 S.5R2 8.529' o
D COST OF ELIC-FUEL
	
rl1ILLS/KWE 12.53E 18.723' 19.063 18.43C 18.204 18.297 1P.477 .	 z
0 GST OF = LCC-OPP.MAlNwMI'_LS/KW= .53-1 .53= .535 .533 .535 .584 .584
W TOTAL COST OF ELEC	 +MILLS/KWE 27.123 17.71[? 28.244 27.163 27.151 27.46.3 27.89-0
`I COE 3.5 :AP., 	 c 4CT9R sMIUS/KW :' 23.525 3D.321 37.34:1 22.72; 23.771 37.143 39.650
COE C.3 CAP. FACTOR	 MILLS/KkE 25.562 20.073 26.562 ?E.56G 25.5C3 2_`.775 26.160
;OE 1.2XC4 P .	 COST	 .MILLS/KW7 22.719 '?3.376 23.933 23.743 23.323 73.179 29.656 r
CoE I.2XFUEL COST
	
-MILLS/KHE 3[:.845 31.469 32.D62 30.855 30.792 31.122 31.585
"UE ICONTIV; 7 NCY-31	 :'9I'_LS/KW= 23.573 37.241 7.7.797 2x`.702 23.674 Zo.975 27.3911(OE lESCALATION-QD	 .MILLS/KWE 26.040 26.5&4 27.101 26.036 25.954 26.25C 26.657 r
i
Table 6.8	 CC•M'3INEC	 GAS-STEAM TUP21NE CYCLE SUMMARY FLINT	 RESULTS
Continued
PARAMETRIC POINT °1 8? 83 54 25 EF S7 E8
TOTAL	 CA J IT4L	 Z03T	 r'Is 19S.C3
e	 GAS TUFEINE CVIFRE I^SOR SECTetS 4.927
345	 T'J23EN=	 :043	 ?ASK=TS	 945 1.353
A	 GAS TURBINE TURF.INC SECTIONrMS IF1.039
V	 RISC GAS
	
TUR?IM=	 %JKI:IARY	 r y S 11.8%1
T	 GAS TUPbINE CLNcPATCR 	 PMT 111.451
ST 7 4M	 T'JR314 7	3-N_RAT34	 VMS 10.333







E	 TOT MAJOF	 COMPONENT CCSTVS/KWE OL.457
3ALA4C=	 )"	 91 L&4T	 ::O -.T	 V S/KW= 23.426











J	 TS:%L4TI:1N	 :OST	 rs/K:_ 29.263
F 'N7 OURINC CONST"UCTION 	 Vs/KWE 3.'.°£7
!	 TOTAL	 CA 3 IT4LI'ATION	 VS/KW- _44.013
K COST Crf ELEC-CAPITRLOMILl_'/KWE 7.7'3
)	 :OST	 OF	 --LE:-:-J=-'L	 •MILLS/KWS ?0.077
0 COST OF ELEC-OP8MAIN*MILL!;/KWE .598
J	 T0j4L	 COST	 0 :	-L"-	 •MILLS/KW" ?9.337
N CO










	 1.?x = J_L	 COST	 •MI_lsJKW' 32.1413
COE	 (CONTINCENCY=F)	 •MILLS/KWE 27.964
:OE	 (:SC%L%TI04=31	 VMI'_LS/KWF 27.351
J ATAM-TRIC
	 0 0INT 33 99 91 32 33 94 95 36
TOTAL CAPITAL COST
	
rMs 2LF.P8 :CE .?4 184.87 .CC .CC .CC .CC .Cp
J	 GAS TU23IN-	 -OM O R"SSOR	 S:CT@45 0.927 4.327 4.927 .003 .3'70 .D3' .0013
L	 GAS TURBINE COMB GASKETS	 •MS 1.366 1.366 1.366 .n CC .CCC tCO .CCC 000
%	 GAS TUR9LY"	 TJR314 1'	 S 7 CTI0YrMS 3.93, 9.93? 9.902 .000 .PJO .073 .000 .QQC
4 MISC GAS	 TURBINE
	 AUXILIARY	 914S 11 .020 11.020 11.C20 .000 .00O .CCC .FCO
T	 64S TURBINE	 3'NSRATOR	 rMS 13.115 17.115 17.115 .009 .710 .009 .700 000
STEAM 7UPeINE VENERATOR	 rMS 10.956 11.774 9.561 .CC[ .00C .CCC .CCC LCCCQ
4-:'AT	 R=COYERY	 ST_%M 3:N	 VMS 23.43? '_7.50% 21.023 .'0110 .700 .077 0000 .000
R TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COST	 VMS 76.673 76.567 68.419 .1)C0 .CCQ .CCC .GCC .COC
E	 TOT
	
M%JOR CO3PON'NT COSTrS/KW = 37.555 1 7.613 91.745 .000 .000 .070 .000 .300
S BALANCE OF PLANT COST
	
9S/KW! 2r.916 29.264 26.938 .CCU .CCO .CC[ .CCU .CCU
'J SIT -	LA30R	 rs/KWE 33.537 33.423 ?3.4x1 .000 .000 .009 .700
L TOTAL DIRECT COST
	
rs/KWE 157.361 157.294 149.15 .000 .CCO .CCC .CCC .DUO
T	 INDIRECT	 COSTS
	
rs/KW= V.601 15.514 14.505 .000 .Ono .003 .000
PROF
%KWE 10.97 10.973 13.349 .010 7ppCppC
.3pa
OQOp
3 rs .000 .007
R ESCAMION COST
	
rs/KWE 31.3_'7 ?1.32Q 29.360 .OGG .CCG .CCC .CCa .olip
-	 IN	 -ONSTRJ-TTON	 VS/KW" 34.872 '4.854 32.033 .Ono .007 0007 .070 ^07DD
A	 PS/KUAL CAPITALIZATION	 V /K 262.735 X 2.521 8 247.902 .CCO .CCQ CC() .FCC CG
K0	 T	 0=	 'L""-CA'ITALwn1'-LS/KWE 3.3Go 3.234 7.937 .070 .00'3 .00J 0q 0
ADD COST OF ELEC-FUEL
	 •MIL S/KWE V1.025 IS.00° 2C.002 .CCC .CCO .CCG .11[11
7	 'DST	 OF	 T L_C-O P SMAI4VMILLS/KW" .53'0 .597 .331 .000 .007 .000 .'000 .000
W TOTAL COST OF ELEC.MILL--/KWE 27.916 27.898 23.420 .00C .CCC .FCC .CCC OCcc
V	 0E 	0.5 -AP.	 = ACTOR	 •MILLS/KW-



















1.2X.AP.	 COST	 •MILLS/KWE ?3.577 ?9.55°. ?3.337 .0'70 .Ono .097 .'100 .030
COE	 jj.2XFUEL COST	 •MILLS/KWE 31.7:1 ?1.IrC 32.42P .000 .00O .CC[ .CFO .COp
:OE
	



















.6.6	 Analysis of Overall Cost of Electricity
The results of capital cost determinations, thermodynamic effi-
ciency calculations, as well as the results of the analysis of coal-
derived fuel prices and balance of plant costs, have been factored into
the COE calculations for the parametric variations described in the
earlier sections.	 Table 6.9 presents a summary of these COE for each
parametric point investigated.
Zn preparing the COE results, amore detailed examination was
made of the effects of selected parameters on the results. 	 Parameters
for which these variations were investigated include:	 labor rate, con-
tingency,'escalation rate, interest during construction, fixed charge
rate, fuel cost, and capacity factor.	 The results of these studies for
Base Cases;A and B are given in Tables 6.10 and 6.11.
The COE has been calculated as a function of several cycle
parameters, including gas turbine compressor pressure ratio, turbine
inlet temperature, and the nominal steam cycle throttle conditions.
	
The
use of steam induction and supplementary heat recovery steam generator
firing has been investigated.
	 In addition, variations in the methods of
steam cycle heat rejection	 and comparisons of the use of gasified coal
and clean distillate from coal as a fuel	 have been analyzed.
COE calculations-were made for turbine inlet temperature varia-
tions from 1255 to 1700°K (1800 to 2600°F) and for compressor pressure 	 ='{
ratio values ranging from 8 to 20.	 These variations in gas turbine para-
meters were investigated in conjunction with each of two steam bottoming
cycles:	 first, a reheat 16.547 MPa/811°K/811 0K (2400 psig/1000°F/1000°F)
arrangement and, second, a nonreheat cycle with
	 nominal throttle condi-
tions of 8.618 MPa/783°K (1250 psig/950 0 F).	 Results of these calculations,
for the cases with air-cooled gas turbine vanes and blades, are shown in
Figure 6.32.	 As indicated, the COE steadily decreases as gas turbine
inlet temperature increases, with a small COE advantage, at lower tcmpera-
ture obtained with the nonreheat-steam cycle.
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Table 6,9	 CLMeINLG GAS-STEAM TURBINE CYCLE SUMMARY ° PLANT RESULTS
C _
PARAMETRIC POINT 1 2 z 4 5 6 7 y
TH = 3M33Y4A41: =-_
^
.933 .333 .033 .030 .337 .377 .073
P1 fER PLANT EFT .4 36 . 459 .464 .472 . 474 .46E .4597V 7 RA_L	 '7 -- : ZN	 3Y	 =_ .436 .231' .234 .233 .239 ^' .Z35 .2_32CAP CUST !IILLICZ: $ 285.066 89.841 92.435 1`5.795 266.306 123.100 150.377
^	 'IT4L	 COST,J;14 7 490.559 233.125 235.951 24-.717 253.935. 8775 253.372 24n.76oCUE CAPITAL 15.697 7.37C 7.491 7.7SS 8.217 r-i 8.010 7.6C1
CJZ	 F'J- L 5.352 19.342 19.133 18.732 13.733 Cd 13.073 13.325
CUF OP 8 11AIN 1.7122 .591 .521 .589 .588' .599 .58°
,UT OF	 : L- ^,T7IC 24.251 27.393 27.190 7 7.130 27.533 27.670 27.715
EtT TIME O
	 CGNST 4.000 3.000 3.00G 3.984 3.986 G 3.973 3.964
APAMETRIC POINT< a 10 11 12 13 14 15 lE
THE g MOJYNA.4IC =- .333 .073 .D3a .030 .330 .000 .300_ .097'
FOWE4 PLANT EFF .412 .461 .455 .464 .446 .467' .432 .475
-3V-1A_1_ SN-33Y
	 ="_ .233 .232 .231 .234 .225 .235 .213 .240
CAP CCiST MILLION $ 191.922 192.798 121.014 I`,5.270 183.586 198.334 103.603 218.125
CA DZTAL°OST9$/KWE ?4S.37; 243.393 247.711 2 751.930 244.855 249.213 255.713 27!:,.84?
COE CAPITAL 7.807 7.872 7.c^31 7.964 7.744 7.E94 3.472 8.5E2
'"O`'	 F'J-L 13..133 13.259 13.337 13.139 13.891 19.019 20.543 18.632
COE OP -8 MAIN .5AF .52S"- .569 .588 .579 .55? .552 .588
COST. OF .=.L-CTRIC 27.53?. 27.713 27.757' 2 7.G91 28.214 . 27.154 73.525 27.832
EST 1iHE- pE CONST 3.x69 3.967 3.964 3.971' 3.943 3.972 3.926 3.988
PARAMETRIC POINT 17 13 19 20 21 22 2-1 24
THERMODYNAMIC =-- .373 .39.3 .039 .030 .030 .001 .009 .00]
POWER PLANT EFF .4E1 .438 .42E .461 .457 .460 .458 .452
OVERA_L:EN-R9Y
	 E= = ' .233 .2?k .214` .233 .230 .232 .231` .231
CAP COST MILLION S 712.424 2125..479 27:^,.251 -.2.255 88.843 89.345 Gs-.772 (_8.241
;A:2 TTAL COSTPS/KW c 281.332 252. 534 73 '.333 235.035 231. 374 732 .787 2-33 . 434 231.925
c COE CAPITAL 8.212 8.258'' C..35& 7.525 7.314 7.359 7.37q 7.332
CCIO MOE Fa_L 13.237 23.252 20.330 19.234 19.418 19.235 19.359 13.375COO OP & MAIN .636 .600 .615 .590 0551 .591 .591 .591
O T OF'-L'CTRIC 24.73? 23.159 ?7.349 2.7.323 27.245 27.359 27.299
ES	 TIME_O 'F CONST 4.448 4.972
'_9.873
5.238 3.003 Z.9.98 3.001 2.999 2.999
;i
PARAMETRIC POINT 25' 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
" T4ERM03YNA41C =F = .333 .379 .0313 .039 .030 .030 .000 .0003 P014ER PLANT Ea .460 .453 .465 .427 .457 .444 .396 .377
` 9VER4'_L EN = R3Y	 == 232 .223 .234' . 215 .230 . 224 .200 .190
CA	 COST MILLION 3 91.444 88.122 87.691 -C.573 122.577 100. 673 134.627
^,C OITAL CO5Ta5/Yk 7_ ?35.739 231.534 224.619 243.084 235.940 205.158 ?84.031 283.060
COE CAPITAL 7.486 7.319 7.101 7.874 7.459 8.414 8.999 9.106
--• ^^ CO= FU E L 19.379 13.533 19.100 '20.799 19.419 19.971 22.404 23.519 s
^j COC OF & MAIN . 591 .588 .552 .552 .592 .592 . 621 .631
C OST OF E LECTRIC 27.395 27.'410 25.783 29.223 27.470 23.994 32.023 33.255
F4
EST TIME^OF CONST 3.001 2.993 3.004 2.965 2.998 3.612 3. 945 4.143 a
tri fit
PARAMETRIC POINT 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4085 THrRMO7'fNAMIC _FF .733 .903 .030 .030 .330 .00.3 .0100 .000
POWER PLANT EFF .415 .414 .403 .386 .440 .439 .431 .4181'd rOy OVERALL EN = R3Y
	 ==_ .239 .209 .293 .195 .222 .222 .217 .211O CAP COST MILLION S 156.788 147.218 143.999 1?7.258 181.420 187.166 163.129 1`5.373
O y !'V-"TTAL "OSTv$/KW- 269.333 291.343 317.433 337.565 255.731 257.909 ^77.422 292.743
^j COf CAPITAL 8.516 8.8_4 'x.813 10 ,.671 3.086 -.153 3.770 °.254
,^,0..
	 F'JEL 21.339 ?1.445 Z?.035 ^3.005 78.162 20.200 20.539 21.213 FCOE OP S MAIN .597 .594 .593 .594 .593 .591 .550 .590
;0}7.OF = L=CTRIC 39.511 33.934 32.44' ;4.270 23.841 ?8.944 23.3GO 31.059




-' 	 ,`.u'75•:3s,i.Fwt.Cv:s..r£ir3inw;,,a.c...f.^.0 •+sa+'...:.a.stL...+n^a^.,.....a..a<.extw.us.Ya "- Fii	 ,h ^	 z.	 .0 ,s.i w	 ^	 ,	 "n
wCMEINED `= ASTable 6.9
	 ^'	 ^
-STEAM TUR91NE CYCLE SUN.MARY LANT RESULTSP
-
Continued 7
PAPAM'TRIG POINT 41 42 43 44 45 4E 47 4e
T = 2MOOYNAMLC = F = .77] .333 .033 .337 .330 .000 .000 .020




	 r = = .232 .233 .22, .2?4 .249 .242 .233 .234
CAP COST MILLIOP, $ ?CC .2t-2 1C2.420 103.817 I 'E .35C 235.566 22G.942 2C 7.097 1^5.662
" CAPITAL 93Tr3/Kd 7- '_43.?31 '43.131 ? 57.82' x:7.397 245.340 244.412 24=.552 251.174
COE CAPITAL 7.5nf 7.844- V.1 ED ?.4F3 7.772 7.72F.• 7.711 4 7.°4CJr 007 FJ=L 13.253 19 2'_1 13. 5z, 1 2.024 1...323 19.452 '13.744 19.155
COE OP & MAIN .5?r• .538 ^caa .588 .589 .SFC .5°5 !'"E. 	 6
"OST OF cL.CT^,LC ?7.417 27.353' 25.3;34 '9.031 20.939 ?3.775 27.124




PAPAME'TP,IC POINT 42 Ev ':1 52 53 54 55 5E
TN'RMD7Y`1A yI^	 EF =. .1]] .093 .070 .770 .337 .,070' .0r,n .03]
POWER PLANT EFF .495 .490 .482 .415 .4IE -7.4f7 .392
3V=RA'LL EN:33Y =_= .243 .Z53 .2+7 .243 .273 .2V-j .?05 .197
CAP COST MILLION S -51.238 241.477 228.807 21-0.611 75.144 7G.746 6 5.592 EE.EB?
^A'ITAL
	
CO5Tr3/KiJ£ ?35.137 234.377 2 3 7 .733 2+1.429 ?53.22? 252.357 ?93.457'322.99S
`i COE CAPITAL 7.432 7.47.5 7.484 7.632 8.163 °.4°3 9.377 11-.211 j
€
CO= F:JEL 13.335 17.315 13.095 11.425 21.373 21.310 21.794 22.664
CO!
	
OP 8 `CAIN .580 .`'a5 .584 .583 .598 .594 .5q'_ .592 1
€; GUST O= =L 7 'TRIC 25.3?.`. ?5.3?5 23.153 '0.04? 33..147 30.337 31.759 33.467
EST TIME OF CCNST" 4.197 4.168 4.123 4.076 2.857 2.807 2.751 2.690 h
PARAMETRIC POINT 57 58 _`,a r0 61 62 63 E4
T4 RMODYNAHI .337 313 037 .030 330 .090 .000 .070
k' POWER 'PLANT EFF .435 .44C .433 .422 .449 .454 .445 .4F-C
7V RA_L _N=R31
	 r`= .227 .222 .218 .213 .227 .229 .224 .232


















32.075a, COE CAPITAL 7.E96 7.611 E -370 3.805 7.541 7.797 0.1.050 7.33E
^0= FJ= L 27.375 23.171 21.57' 1 1.047
-
19.741 19.552 13.353 19.239
'	 COE OP & MAIN .590 .592 .591 .5911 .595 .589 .589 594
"DST OF =L=CTRIC 23.537 23.574 29.432 'x.435' ?7.970 ?7.933 23.537 27.230
EST 	 TIME OF CONST 2.952 -2.911 2.863 2.814 3.030 2.96C .917 2.CS8
i PARAMETRIC POINT F5 6G 67 68 e9 70 71 72


















k 3V=RALL EN-R3Y r-= .233 .237 .234 .233- .243 .243 .241 .233
- SCAP COST MILLION 101.952 96.726 93.477 113.168 111.243 108.638 102.095 23`.155
CAPITAL CDST#SIKM'= ?29.353 231.731 %39.922 222.179 222.537 223.013 227.231 255.703
COECAPITAL 7.2GG 7.326 7.584 7.024 7.035 7.227 7.1£'5 8.083
COE FUEL 13.313 13.955 19.155 19.200 19.423 18.401 13.557 13.739
COE OP & MAIN .590 .588 .587 .604 .589 .587' .586 .585
' COST OF =L=CTRIC 25.053 23.753 27.325 -'.6.823 ?5.047 25.215 20.337 27.410EST TIME OF CONST 3.075 3.642 Z.0r_5 3'.151 3.140 3.112 3.081 4.688
:
_. PAP.AMETRIC'POINT 73 74 75 7E 77 78 713 8Q
TMERMODYNA41: =--
-
.107 .303 .030 .070 .370 .070 .000POWER PLANT EFF .477 .472 .465 .481 .487 .485 .480
€ OVERALL	 EN--R3Y =_= .241 .233 .235 .243 .245 .245 .242 v
i CAP COST MILLION 	 $ 2 1C.121 209.393 20X.295 2-2.718 243.C19 23'.140 222.330 ,°j	 -
SA 5 I'TAL	 COST#S/KW 7- 251,33? 253.5S1 ?7?.1154 257.353 254.532 271.4 =,2 7-73.273 ro
COE CAPITAL 7.95E 8.332' 8.601 3.lEl 3.361 8.582 E.£2°COE FJ°_L 19.58; 13.793 19.0'53 T 0.430 13.204 '13.237 13.477 1
COE Of & MAIN .58E .EEG .58E .588 .585 .5F4 .584
COST OF =L.CTRIC 27.123 27.710 23.243 '7.159 27.151 27.433 27.990 u
",	 .

















	 CCM^INED CAS-STEAL" TUF:SINE CYCLE SUMM gRY F^ANT RESULTS
t
Contittued 3t !!
^- PAF.AMETRIC POINT c1 82 33 64 85 86 ST 88 ^
€
Ttl^RMD]YN4MTS
	 : cc .0]D ^%
POWER -PLANT CFF .442 .411 .454 .378 ^ t
aV= 4A_L ^_N = ^3Y	 == .297 ,411 .454 .378 }
e
:a CAP COST MfLL^Ot. $ Not calculated 1`6.GP9-;A'IT 4L COSTr g/Ka= 24.013 ^
^',; COE CAPITAL 7.733 ^
^







OST Jr =L- CT?IC .3.397 ?+_' EST TIME L•F CCNST 3.991
PAPAMETRIC_FOINT =•O SO 51 32 °3 34 35 °6
T.4=RMJDYNA !92: 	 EF = ' ^, 9]] .]7D .03^ . 070. .ODD . D]0 .DOD 00]
gCWER PLANT :EFF .456 .967.. .444 .000 .QCO .00D .COO .CCC
7V_RA_L = N = 33Y =_= .235 .235 .224 .00D .000 .ODO .ODD .00^ ^
^^ CAP COST MILLION s 2D5.877 2g5.e4C 184.8:'2 .D00 .COO .000 .00G 4000
E ^A^ZTAL CCSTrS/K/c Z5?,73^ 2a2.533 2'47.3]? _ :]? q .ODO .ODD .]D0 .ODO i
COE CAPITAL 8.30E ".2°9 7.837 .GOG .DOD .000 .ODO .COO ^^
^OE FJSL 13.]Z5 19.D'_J9 ?^J.072 .OaD .00Q .000 .ODD- .000
COE	 OP. if	 t4AIN . 536 .5?0 .5.81 .00C .Q00 .OP. O .ORO ^[CC
`-0ST OF .L = CT?LC 2T. 315 27.393 23.42^ .077 .000 +ODO .000 .D00



















f _	 _.,	 _^ _ __ _	 _	 _.	 _	 _	 __	 -	 _ _
Table 6.10	 CCKbINEp CAS -STEAK 7UR3ZNE CYCLE COST OF ELECTRICITYrMILLS/KB.Hfi
. PaRAM^TRIC'POINT N0.	 1
4C^9UNT- RATEs LA$D2 QATEr S/4ZPrP.CCN'T
	 F.00 i?.SC^ 10.60 15.06 21 .5C
70TAL
	 ^`?4=CT COSTSr$ .J 198Z743b4. '136-0T3?Z. 225645714. 25087195?. ?33135532..
T!,tDIRECT COSTS F1.0 17G4^C13. ._4f'S26G2. 309?2656. 43857532. E28E24E4.?DF K -OWN_R GOSTSr^ ,.,, 15341789. 27P835G1. _ 13D51737. 21D59757. 23D5II922.
CQNT'_wvENC:Y COST r$ 7.P 135.4°240.. 149£2517. 1S7S527G. 175£1037. 261E°557.
^U3 TOTALr^ .0 24677.104. 37D5D1137. 23048Q372. 332350284..394219472.ESCALATIOl: COST r$ E.5 ^"_•6CJ1T3. `f34289PC. 4EE?7618. 533EC479. 83251°_78.TNTR^ST DURIV3'^^NST.r 1^.^ 44124447. 45353732. 5194?33C. 594?937L 704911;1.
TOTAL' CAPITALI?ATION r^- .L 33C432;72G. 3t^29?522. 389666315. 44515Q628. 529GC2456.
CuST Q: ^L^^-CAPITAL lO.^ 2^.3?17J 14.61733- 15.9734 17.96613 21.3r'2'gg
CAST ?E ELF%;-PUCE .C' 'c.351°1 E.r51°1 E..'•51°1 6.351°1 £.851°1CbST CF	 LL_C-D? S ;14LN .^J 1.?0152 1.70152 1.X152 1.70152 1.7?_152	 .
TOTAL COST-OF ELEC' .[ 21.(^9513 23.17GLC 24:?5G77 26.5135E 2.85631
ACCOU^dT RATEr COt:TZNCE.NCYr PERCENT: _	 i?_:R",ENT = 5.0} .D'0 7.L'^ 5.09 2Q'.D^T07AC DIF;i:CT GDSTSr g .G :25a4E^714. ='?554c714. 22554u714. 2 25 6 46 734. «5fi46714.
INDT:ZEC7 COSTr"s 51.J 3:,33?65£. '!i°9255fi. 3JSS?65E. 3^19 y 265F.. 3D992o56.	 t
PP.OF .^	 OilhE}Z	 CO STS r4 P.L 1RG52737. 18051737. 2°6£1737. 1cG51737. 18051737.
CDNT£rfGNCY CUST15 ?s.D -1125?336. 3. 1^7S527G.- 11292336. 45129342.
SUB	 TOTALrs .,C 634Ci772: 274£91104. 2904Bb372. 2u5S7^436. ?19820444.	 ii cSCALATIOV 'CDSTr$ 5.5" 4229C3D5. 442DIo'?.. 40037618. 45313000. 513472D6.	 ^
_INTREST DUkING COhSTs4 IO.G 471CL541. 4c117553. 51:5423.30. 511353E5. 57187£02.
... TOTAL CAPITALIZ4TIONrs .0 352793i1o. 3=731747. 3?9uS6315.'3:3G21364. 42835'248.
CAST ^F ELEC-CA^I.TAL lE.C' 14.3412 14.E43frG 15.69734 15..45347 17.2-='LSG	 ^,
C"O ST DF	 L'-C'-=UAL, .II 5.85191 6.SSly1 o.^J5191 5.85151 5.95191COST Of EL EC-OP 8 1:AZN .0 1+7C1^2 1.7615:? 1.70152 1.7L152 1.70152m	 TO TA= COST 0.'' _L^^ .D 22.?3755 23.35722 ?4.?5G77 2'^r.RD'6SC 25.9.'•593<
OCCOU`IT 44TEr ES^ALATICII ,3ATtr ?E3CENTPERCENT	 S.GC fi.SD 3.GD IO.GC .C''	 i
:TOTAL OIR;^T	 COSTS'r3 .0 X 2564&714. ° 5546714. 225oo714. 225645714. 225645714.
' INDIRECT COSTr3 51.0 ;iC992E5G. '[°S?656. 36952655. 3G5926^G. .'.0552556•
P40F 3 OWNER COSTSsE 9. D' 19J51737,, 18751737. 18D^1737. 18D51737. 18051737.
CONTINGENCY COSTSS 7.0 15795276. 157952'70. 157°5270. 1:795276. 15795276.	 tSU9 TOTALrf:' .G Z9^486372.: "L a743637-?. 2304303?2. 29D436372 290436372.	 4
ESCALATION COSTSS .G 35449325. 4663761&. 58637213. 73755717. 0.	 s
INTREST DURIN3 CONST.S 11.6 5[i485220. 3194233J., 53425849.. 55445353• 45816237...
TOTAL CAPZTAL.IZAT T_ON s5 .0: 37642L'O2C. 3L'9E663I6. 4L'199^^432. 415697448. 3363C2^'C8.
^' CDST 0:	 EL = C-C!!PiTAL 13.D 15.1871.5 15.59734' 1^.2191a Io.93313 13.So853	 `'
COST OF EL EC-FUEL .D 6.75161 6.851°l 6.£5191 5.85191 6.8x191	 't
COST-OF EL'cC-O? & MAIN .0 1.70152 1.70152. 1.7D152 1.70152 1:70152:	 `::
' TOTAL -COST' OF EL EC' .0 23.74058 24.25077 24.7725? 25.48662 Z2 .1'21.95
t:
ACCOUNT' RATEs INT DURS1l6 CONSTrPERCENT
D_RCENT 5.0^_ 3,DD 1D.D0 12.5J 1b.00
TOTAL'L• IRECf COSTSri :0 '22564£714. ";225646714. 225646714. 22564571#. 225646714.
INDI4ECT „OSTri 51.Q 3D99L65o. 3D992550. '3D992o56. 3D93^650. 3D992556.
PROFU OWNfR COSTS.f 8.D 18[51737. 1£651737. 18651737." 1051737. 18651737+
' CONTINGEN^Y_^OST.S' 7.D 1579527D. 15795277. 1579527. 15735:2TD. '15795270:SUB TOTAL rS .C' 29648£372. 2°D4EE372. 29 6 4 8 63 72. '2904863'72. c°L'•4@6372..	 '
E$^AY.ATION COSTrE 6.5' 40537$19. '►0c37623. 40037618. 40537618. 46637b1$.
' IhTREST DURING CONS^TsS 15. G' 3CE•362Ab. 412GODC4. -51°_42330. 55623837. `795°G1SC+
TOTAL CAPITALLZaTT:ON ► 4 .7 3'07767272. 376323992. 3'99II5a316. $02747924..416714176. '
CO5T OF ELEC-CAPITAL 16.Q 14.83773 15.263°? 15.£9734 16.24334 16.82283
t CO5T Of EL€C-^UcL_ .7` 0.95191 6.95191 5.35191 6.95191 6.95191
^ COST OF ELfC=OP 8MAIN .Q 1.76152 1.76152 1.76152 1.7625? 1.7152
f	 'f,,















c	 ., ..E..:.m.u^:^_^^.u,m.^.,^.,s'^{,.,..,^._.^ z, ;.^,. 	 ,_ .	 .,.....,..Y....^.^,cas.>,a,,:.n. ...	 ..
r
r-^,• 
.^6mtai...^G-u ..^ M..w	 ,rte"`.:-.r^.-^,z^ - -
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Table 6.7.0	 Ct^t1°:iNECi	 GA5 -STEAM TURDINE CYCLE CGST OF ELECTF,ZCITYsMILLS/KU.'FF
Continued P4R4tf-cTRIG i'OLNT	 N0.	 1
;'
^
aCvOULT g4TEr FIXED C4a25E 2ATEs ?CT
PERCENT lC.(?£ 14 .4D 18.OG 21.60 25.00
k' TDTAL DIR'1T COST5r3 .] 2?554G714. 2^'S54571'4.- 22Sb45714. 225645714. 225646714.
^°^ Zr1DIRECT COST r$' F1.0 31'^97E5E. 'G°5265c. 3G992E56. 3CS5265E. 3G8S2656•
'' P40F 8 ONNER 'OSTS•s 3.D 1351737. t3051737. 18052737. 1°051737. 18051737.
GCNT'Zt3GENCY CGSTrS 7.[ 15755270. 15795270. 15795270. 15.795270. 15TS5_^7C.
1, SU° iOTALs3 .0 29J49537?. 230480372. 297436372. ?9043.5372. ?9Q495372.










C7 ST Or	 _L= -CA'iT4L X5.7 3.7?D7^ 12.55789 15.5.3734 1°.33'0$1 21.80,187
^' ClST p F' t=L E:.-FUEL .0 6.55191 6.L^51S1 6.p5291 S.E5191 6.85131t. COST	 DF	 C• L =^-D P 	R	 ?1ACiJ .D 1.?7152 1.70252 1.'6152 1.76152 1.TC^152
" TOTAL Ci,ST- CF £EEC .D 17.27417 21.1113E 24.25677 27.35624 3t .3552°
ACCOUNT RATEr FUrL CCSTr ^/IGssE STU
^ '=4,=fIT	 5, 35 1.5 q 2.5^ 1.]°_h TOTAL OInECT COSTSr g .0 225E 46714. '?55E4671 t). 2 2 56 4 0 714. 2 2 55 4 6 714. ^^5646714-.
INDIRECT .^OSTr3 i'1. q 3Dy9255o". iJ992o55.. 3J99265b. 3u932o56. 30992556.
PROF	 a^	 OVtNEFt	 C0'_iTSrS 8.0 1EC51737. 28651737. 1 p L51737. 18651737• _ IEC51737•
a
CONTINSE,YCY COS7r$ 7.^ 1579b27G 25795277. 15795270. 157.95270. "15735270.
-: SUB	 TOTALrS .0 29G46u372. ?_^L486372. ?9D486372. 296486372. 250436372. ^^
ESCA!ATION ^OST^S 5.5 ' 45637513. i"o 637513. 40£37518. 45637618. 4+553751 E. r^ ^	 i
INTREST DL'RIN6 CON ST .4 IO.0 52442336. F`194233C. 51942330. 51942336. °_1°42330. +°•^	 I
^ i^'j
.TOTAL CAPITaLIZATIDNrS .G 33°_n6c31o. 3'39066315. 3330oa316. 399Qo6326. 339056316.COST OF cL^C-Ci1FITAL lE.G 3^.6°_.34 15.6°_•734 25.c5734 15..69734 IE.6^.-734.. ^ ^'"y
COST DF = L =„-FUEL .0 4.O:,G53 5.65292 12.09169 20.15267 8 ?2229 ^+	 ^,
'
COST OF ELEC-OP 8 MAIN .0 1.7152 .1.70152 1.70152 1.70152 1.7[152 ^'+	 ,
'"`"	 `'	 '-
-+^
rn	 TOTA	 COST OF EIcCi .D 21.42946 ?4.?5^77 23.43046 37.55153 25.52115 ^a C"'	 ip	
-
A000UNT 4'4T'cr CA='ACTTY FACTORr ?ERCEy T 1'
PERCENT 12.00 45.66 SG.@G ES.QQ BL.CC• a
"'" ' TOTALJIR_CT CUSTSr3 .7 225645714. 25546714. ?25645714. 225546714. 225045714. ^_,
INDIRECT COSTs3 E1.D ,iC192c5o. 30`392655. 304?2656. 3QS52656. 3G592E5E.
^^`P40F 8 Oi1NER COSTSr^ 4.0 1351737. 13051737. 1301737. 13051737. 18051737.
` CON TINGENGY COSTS 7.G 15795276. 1579527Q. 15795270. 15795270. 1'S79527Q. t^•
^; SU8 TOTAL.T .0 Z9J43S372. 270485372. 297435372. 290485372. 29049b372. 7:`ESC^{LATIOtr COSTsS 6.5 4E637618. 46637628. 4663763.8.. 46637618. 46637618. 1..,.'
INTREST O'J3INS	 ONSTr3 1Q.0 51342336. 5134?337. 5194233Q. 51942336. 51'942330. `:`
70TAL CAPITALI.ZAT T_ONrs .0 ?89LEE316. 38'°f=66326. 389GSE316.- 38906E 316. 38SCEE316. -"
COST OF ELEC-CA'ITAL- 19..9 25.6'_723 2Z.o7394 213.40555 15.53734 12.754QS ^•COST' OF EL EC-FUEL .[' 6..15191 6.o51a1 c.35191 6..851°1 6.35191 ^•'[DST OF EL EC-DP S !1AIN .7 2.95659 1.95357 1.31234 1.70152 1.52091




























TabJ,e 6.11.	 CDM3TN=3	 ^4S-ST _AM TUR?LN= CCCLE [DST D=
'
E'_ECT2TCZTYrMILLS /:SW.H2
PARAMETRIC POINT fJO.	 2
ACCOUNT RATEs LABDP. RATEr_t/HR
?ERC2NT 5.37 9:5D 17. c0 15.PD 21.5'7
TOTAL GIi?ECT'CO^TSs$ .0 5?201633. ^59719f5.- 58223480. E29409fG. E°9C°T14.
TVDI^cCT "O^TsS	 - 51. C' 3239752. 454773^. 573'5S33. 9241377. 11750•'.23.
PRDF	 3	 CHfiER'COSTS s^ S.0 4^C3331. 447775°. 4657878. 5D35272: 55S27E5:
-CGiYTTN3cN;Y ^05T ► 4 orG 3197493. 3353319. 3493409. 3775454 4194589.
SUE TOTALs^' .G b4G33211 Es45575c. 7217[75°. 79°54502. 5145321[.
^SCAL4TIUV	 'QSTr$ 5. 5' 7548763. 8070133. 35D8D84. 9425595. 10781258.
TNTRF.ST	 DllP,Ii^G	 CCMS7s^ IG.C1 !~•12517`: S6°0633. °162257. 101504'L3. 1161[%12.
1DTA°_	 CA'ITa'IZATION ► $- :G 78711149: '=5?1..557. 338411D0: '9530626: 113844bB0.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.D E.53EE^ 6.5^9C25 7.3696[ 8.16442 9.3386[
CO5T 0 =^ IL=C- =Ur.L :7 L9.342'_3' 19.34223 19.34223 19.34223 19.3x223
Ct?ST OF	 C.LcC-CP	 f`	 E'AIN .C' .5^D73 .59C^7t' .59[78' .b9G72 .5^G7E
IOTA_	 C45T	 a:;" =L = ^ :G - 20.47165 2`x,.92325 27.30260 2:8.09743 29.27166
SC^DUIT RATEr CO^iT'tNoE:VDYs ?LZC$NT
PERCENT = S.GC' .CO S.uG 5.00 20.00
IOTA! 9IR^CT COSTS.$ .7 53223487.. 2223493. 5322343-0:_ '3223490. 5822343D.IJJDIP,ECT
	
COST r$ SL D- S7R5°93. 57955'3. 57Q5993. 579593. 5755SS3.
PROF P- OGN:;^ COSTSrt 3.^ 4557378.. 4b57979. 465.7878. 4657873. 4657878.
CONTINGENCY COSTr g 2G.D -25+11174. C. 34G34GS. 2911174.' 116446°5:
5:33	 TOTALsi .;! 65755177. ;367735:1. 7Z17 p 753. 71538525. 8032'2647.
ESCALATION CDSTrS - 6.5- 7753[59.. E09E252. 8568084: °439446. 5469[25.
I'V7R_S7	 D'J7TN3	 ^ONSTr3 1D. C: 934.9173. 3718757.. 910225:7. 3038342. 10137033.
TOTAL CAPITALIZATION s$ .C'c186E415. ^54923E3. 89$411DG.' X5116311. 599881.55.
- GOST OF EL=^-CA^IT4L 13.7 5.7251 7.61233 7.36S6u 7.31615 8.2D1B5' ''CAST OF LLEC-FUEL .0 19.34'_23 19.3422? 19.34223 19.34223 19.34'L.'Z3
[DST OF EL F"-OP 8 MALN .-^J :53.073 .59.:73 .59078 .59D7^ .53D78
TDTAL'COST ^F ELEC,^ .C' 26:E4862 2E.94588 27:3G2FD 27:24315 28.13496
!tayr
ACCOUNT. RATEr ESCALATION RATS• PERCENT
'=RC=NT S.JJ a.5C 3.uD 1aa0D DC
70TAL DIRL'CT CO STSrS .D 5327343[. 82234?G:: 582234^oG. 5S2"L349G. 5322348[.
IVDI2ECT ^OSTrJe 51.0 5795933. 5795933. 57?5993. 5795993. 5735993.
PhOF	 OYNER CDST^r4 8.0' 4657873. 46571:78. 4557978. 4657870. 4657Q7$.
CONTING=NvY CO5Tr3 6:0 3493409. 3493493.' -3493409. - 3493g D9. 3493409.SUf3	 TOTAL r^ - .0 7227Q759: 7217D75S. - 72170759. 72170759. 72170759.
ESCALATION COSTrE .D 0439551.: 85Ci80P.4. 10545265. 133D4975. 0'. i
INTRE3T DURING CONSTsS 10.8 656E 676. 9152257. 53.57559. =620993. °33$^2^6.
TOTAL CAPITALIZATIONr4 .0 87u33286.- 5984111D. 92D73593. °5096b25. 30508'985.
COST OF ELcC-CAPITAL 18.0 7.l E8 SD 7.36°6C 7.55273 7.86671 6.6G40S
;^
COST 0^' ELEC-=UEL .0 13:342?3 19.34223 19.34223 18.34223 19.34223
CO5T OE ELEC-OP S MAIN :D .5°073 '.5°D7Q .59[78 .59073: .59075
TOTAa 0057 OF =L_^ .D 27.1213:1 27.30257- 27.48573 27.73371 26.53710
4000UYT RATEs LNT DURINS COYSTr^E7C^VT `
PERCENT S.OD 3.DD ID.DD 12.50 15.60
TOTAL SIR-"T CDS75,^ .'J 53223457:. i32234SD., 532234CD. n82234^0. 53223480.
INDIRECT COS,TrS 51.0 5745993. 5795993. 5795953. 5735,993. 5755393.'
PROF & DNNcR COSTSs g 3rG 4"05737$: 4057873. 4557875. 45x`7878. 4657378. -	 i
CONTINGENCY COSTsS 6.0 34$3409. 349346°: 34x.'s4G9. 3493409.' 34°_3409.
SU3 TOTAtri .0 72170753. 12170759. 72170759. 72176753. 72170789.ESCALATION COSTrS S.5 (3508064. 85D80^4. 85D8024. 85is80E4. 8518[24.
INTRcST DURZN3 ^DNSTr3 15.'D 5453455. 730051.8.. 9162257. 1151011b. 138'$1055.
TOTAL CAPITAl.I2ATI0N r5 .0 8513230>. E797S3eC. 838411[0. °2188559. 545598°8. .,
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Fig. 6.33 — Comparison of cost of electricity with reheat and
roonreheat team bottoming cycles
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--	 ^ At the. higher gas turbine inlet temperature, the reheat steam
': bottomed cycle enjoys a COE advantage. 	 The comp^t,rison of COE obtained._ r	 --
with both reheat and nonreheat steam cycles at va•_-^^us turbine inlet tem-
peratures is examined in greater detail. in Figure 6.33.	 At each turbine
inlet temperature, the optimum value of the compressor pressure ratio has
been selected for display in this curve. 	 A crossover point of approxi-
i	 e mately 1644°K (2500°F) turbine inlet temperature is indicated at which
^' the costs of: electricity using the nonreheat and reheat. steam bottoming
cycles are. equivalent.
. ^
Over the full range of gas turbine firing . temperatures plotted
!^ on Figure 6.33 the greatest difference in COE between the cycles with
r	 _ reheat and nonreheat steam if O.l mills/MJ	 (0.35 mills/lc[Jh) or 1.2% ..
occurring at 1255°h (1800°F).
^.^_^
For all practical purposes, the COE from. the cycles y^ith reheat
and nonreheat steamis essentially equal withznthe accuracy oC the study. l
The results of a comparison of COE obtain^;:u with varioussteam ,
bottoming cycle arrangements axe shown in Figure G.34. 	 This nrouping ,,
compares reheat and nonreheat steam cycles with throttle pressures r^„g- •,,
ing from 8.$18 to 16.547 MPa (1250 to 2400 psi) gauge .and inducti^rs at
the reheater and crossover ducts.	 Ail . these results were obtained using
`
a-gas turbine. with 1478°K (2200°F) turbine inlet temperature, compressor
a
^	 ,g”
pressure ratio of 12 to 1, and using air-cooled vanes and blades.
	
ldi.eh
this set of gas Curbiue conditions, the 9.653 riPa (1450. psi) gauge steam
_,
cycle arrangements {both: reheat and nonreheat} have a 1o;aer COE than.. the `^
c1
12.411 to 16.547 tea (1800 or 2400'psi) gauge cycles.
	 At a higher gas
P 'turbine inlet temperature, the higher throttle. pressure reheat steam cycle
shows an advantage, as illustrated by the bar nhart of Figure 6.35.
A detailed look at tkie effect of steam indudtion upon the COE




(2400 psig/1000°F/1000°F) steam bottomed combined cycle.
	 Lhe use of
steam inductions at the reheat and crossover points was investf.gated in-
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2400pstg/ 1000..°F! 1000°F Steam Cycle; 2200°F T. , 12:1 Gas Turbine._
^t
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Figure 6.36.	 Increasing the .use of `induction in these investigations
resulted in a''reduction in the`COE. 	 The greatest improvement was seen i
to come froiq the change from no induction
	 o one induction,. ,with little_
net difference observed between the use of a single induction at the _^
'' reheat point or the: crossover point. 	 A smaller additional°,improvement in
^. -	 {-^.
COE was observed when a second steam'induction was added.'
'.. It should be appreciated that the differences in C0E ` among the ^	 '}
' ^^`'`	 induction alternatives are quite small;-and until confirmed by additional	 '^=
studies, the order of merit of the various systems should be regarded as
' just trends.-
-^,,^...
j	 ^ The use of supplementary firing of the; heat recovery steam
p.'
' sue	 ^ generator has been `inyes _tigated in conjunction r^ith bo h reheat and non=
!
'
reheat s eam bottoming cycles.. In addition to the case of no supplemen-
.^,
terry firing, three levels of additional firing were used to increase the




}e ve 	 boiler.	 The first level tirin
	 raised the exhaust
	 roducts tem era-^\_`,	 ry	 g	 P	 P
ture to, approximately 1033°K (1400°F).
	 The. second level achieved:
<
temperatures of approximately 1587°K (2400°F); and for the third level, a ^	 `'
near stoichiometric temperature of approximately 2061°K ( 325.0°F) was used.
For both the reheat: .
 and nozireheat cases, the steam cycles were topped by ^,	 ^^^
;; ,a^
a 1478 °K (2200°F) turbine:: inlet: temperature gas :turbine at a 12-to-1 com- ^	 ;
' pressor pressure ratio, `with air-cooled vanes and blades burning clean
^^,
distillate fuel . from coal.
	 The results of the analysis, shown in ^7,	 ,
Figure 6.37,	 ndica a that additional supplementary firing increases tide
.:a
f^	 '
COE for 'both types of steam cycle, with a greater penalty observed iR-ccsn-
junction with - : the nonreheat arrangement. ^-}
^ Considerable attention has been Focused upon the effect;of, the ^
^ steam cycle heat reelection means upon COE.
	 Three different systems were ^
i
investigated, incl +aging the dry tower and wet tower systems., in which heat
,.
^ is rejected to thf: atmosphere; `and the more conventional once-thr^)ugh ^a
'	 ( systems,. in which heat 18 rejected to a body of water as a heat sink.

















2200°F T it , 12:1 Gas Turbine, Distillate Fuel From Coal, 0.65 Capacity Factor
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through cooling, the COE with the dry tower and wet tower, are approxi-
mately 9 and 4%.higher, respectively. x
I^ ^
The effect of fuel preparation on the COE has been . investigated.. ^ y
- as a comparison between acombined-cycle. plant with an integrated gasifi-
^` cation system and a similar combined cycle firing distillate from coal. }
I
' Both cycles utilize a 1478°K (2200°F) turbine " inlet. temperature gas tur- a
bine at a 12^to-1 pressure ratio with air-cooled vanes and blades. 	 The
COE results have been plotted as a function of capacity factor for each
arrangement in Figure 6.39.
	
The results show that for capacity factors
` greater than approximately 0,.45, the integrated gasification system is ^*
!^ economically superior under.. the assumption of'a liquid fuel price of:
f$2.46/GJ ( :$.2.60%106 Btu).	 At an 80% capacity factor, the integrated` j
''F' gasif cation system results in a C0E approximately 30% lower than the ^





For each parametric point the natural resource requirements ^`
ry^
have been estimated.	 These consist of coal, sorben
	 (for gasification Y
_systems), water for heat rejection., gasifier process steam, condensate
^
^^
makeup, waste slurry ,handling, and scrubber waste, as well as .land usage. . -
^^
-`for :the main plant, disposal., and access railroad. 	 The results of these
..
calculations for all parametric points investigated are summarized in
^j
'
Table 6.12. `	 :^
^^
^	 '^











ECAS Task I energy conversion systems, is attractive for Yntermediate and ^ k,
,^
"'




Several parameters affect conclusions re ardin
	 o timization ofg	 g	 P
'^ 'the combined -cycle system with respect to efficiency and COE.
	 :The more
^'
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Table 6. .12	 CfiNl3INEL fAS-STEAM' TUP9ZFE CYCLE NATURAL RESOURCE REGilIRFMENTS
Cont3.nued
	 -
:	 FARAMF,3KZC POINT E5 66 67- 68 69 7G 72 72
°04L•
	 L3/K,t-i4 1.3?^7] 1.33257 1.3x334 1.?5775 1.30211 1.30]53 1.31227 1.32437
SORB ANT OR F,EEDrLS/KW-HR .CLL• CG .C^QC'C0 .^'GC'C .60600 .ODGf^O GpCC^O .O.fiC[ 'C .00066TDTAL '^14T r t^ 	 'a 4L/Kii-TR
COGLZN6 4.;ATER
..1174








44GASIFIE' 2 ''7DCzF, S 3?? .]J`.]J] : 3]]70 .^?":;^tC .]]?]] 9At3RQ .__" 0^CD ]]JOD .]OGDOC0IJUENSA T. f= MAKE
	
UP	 - r C^G .i46 .LO.-'.. 30 .'_'•C^2z+5' . 06408 .00356 . re=?D .CG2°7 .00x111WASTE Si447LIN3	 5? U^RY .J7: 'tJ .]'I]•".1 .77]] .]"]']^ '".0000 ^Jf10 . ODDO .0000j	 SCRUb1EF ' WASTE	 4hTzN .8DCC0 .000^GG .:, 6000 .GGOfD .ODGQO nccnc .CD000 .000dC
NOX'SUP'2^SSIDN .;J70] .]]70 .D,]30 .]:77D7 .DOODD .J0979 .O^JODO .OD000
TOTAL LANO ACRES / 1Cft^WE; 36.52 : 34.14. 36,?2 39.54 X2 . 92 34.46 32.67 '0.63
MAIN PL4VT 1i. 33 12.30- 1?.'99 1.0.93.. 11.16 1144 11..83. 1D.8bDIuPOSAL LAPiU :C[ .fC- (?P .1_'Q .f:6 .CC .CL- .[C




J	 ^0.2AM _T7IC JOINT " ^72, 74 7S 3^==
,
77 79 79 8Dj	 COAL • 'LB/K4 -HR 1.3236[ I.?2E"4 - 1.34737' %1`.302SG 1.28666 1.9323 1.30546SD43AVt	 OR 5^ = 7•! 3/'<:I-T3 .7]J]] .J7; ] C .J;t7^J . 7]]JJ. ..^.D000 . COJOJ .]9DflQ
1	 TOTAL kATEkr :iAL/Kk-HR .431 .430: .431 '.439. .416 .411 .413
OOLING W4T =R .`123 iZ7' .ti29 .435
.[lC'DOG . fCGCG GQCQCGAST_ fIER PROCES5 HLQ ' .0006E a[CCC .G"Cf0 . 00600 u
COVD^'NS4'T= V.4K; 	 7?	 i .77 . 341 .]]?_95' .3:253 . 7B41 . 3 .gD344 ."]293 .DD269 .^i:ASTE HANDLINE SLURRY CL'G C.•::GC^ •1006 DCC1G .6600 • C?Cc;G •0600 ySC4UB9E3 ' S1AST-	 W4T=° .]J ] 79 .9734- .]_:C?0 ,J79JJ . DOODO .3000) . DD000' u
NOX'SUPPRESSIQH .^6660 .00600 .crcao .ODOGO ,.00600 .aOCDG .0606E ^
T07AL LANO 4^RcS/1J7`SW^' 37.37 32.7F5 37.15 37 : 8= 30.65 3D.47 30.10
MAiN PLANT 12.31 21.25' 27_.46 IC.45 10.86 21.?4 11.83 ++
Q,	 OIS:°054! LAN7 94 .]4 .J9 . 79 .DC . L'G .00 z°
^	 LAND FOR.aCCESS Rk 19. C6 2C^.6C 1=.:76 20.41 23.79 19.24 18.27
o ^^io
pAP.AMETRIC POINT ?l: E2 85 ' S4 85 E6 87 `	 EB
^D4Lt ',L:9/K^-=1Q S.Jo347
S@RBANT OR SEEDrLE/KW-HS .000OD
TOTAL M4TS7.	 3AL/{W-il ,453
i	 COOLING kATERI .449
E	 fiiASIFI^4 ?ROC = S^ X21 .]JaODCOtdDENSALE hAKE OF
	
• .00333ViAST. H9N^LZNG SLU23Y ,.900
SCRUBBER' WASTE 11AT, ER Not calculated .COGCD^	
NOX'SUP P 4=55I09: .90DD^
TOTAL LAND ACRES/1nGMi:E 28.48
s	 MAIN PL4Nj ..9.77
1	 DI5POSAL , IAND .LQ
LAHS FOR 4CC=SS ZR 2J.4).
,9
^	 ^#3AM=TRIG ?DINT 39r 97 91 3? 33 94 95 96COAL• L8.^+1(W=HR 1.34464 1.34355 1.47372 .00600 .QOGDO .00060 .00600 '	 .00600
SOR3A .VT OR S=_?•L33 Kli- .^7 .]'13]J . 7]C]D .J]5J7 •]DJD7 • OOODO .90000 : J900^ .]0000;:
^	 TOTAL WATERr GAL/K4-HR .426 .472 x.367 ;.000 .600 .000 .DCC .00G
COOLINS• " TAT ='R .;71?3 .408' .:353 .ODD .D00 .DOD •OOD .00C
GASIFIER PROCESS H2Q, .f•000G` .60060- .04600 .00000 .00000 .COC?DC .CO[OL' .00006
x	 CONOENSIT 'E MAK= JP	 • .] +73K4 .D03Y5' .-,.311 .]DD00 . 011000 .DO^DO . 00000 .00000
^	 KASTE HANDLING SLURRX .CGGD .t?CG0 .0000 OOUn_ .GOOD .0000 -.0000 .0600
'	 SC4U99 _4`Y4ST^ iAT _ R .]]]9] .]DJJO . J]On0 .^D]DD . 00D00 . ]0700 . ]DOOR .DD'JOD
y	 NOX SUPPRESSION .60000 .060£0: .001000 .60000 .00600 .COD00 :.60000 .00006
k	 '	 TOTAL LANG , AC3=5/1]29iic- 37.1E ' 37.78- 33.77 • OD --.Dfl .DO .OD .'00MAIN PL1lNT 1.6.[3 :16.22 16.71 .f:0 .00 .RD .CG .QO
^':	 DL5P05^^ L4N7 -.7J .]0 .00 .DD -.00 .00 .DO .QO
























^ pressure. ratio, steagi cycle nominal conditions,_ the use of steam induc- ^;














Asgas turbine 'inlet temperaturesare increased, the resultant ,^
^.. ^ thermodynamic efficiencies are	 ncreased and. the C0E decreases. 	 Further, a
^j from the viewpoint of both efficiency and COE, the optimum gas turbine
f i
campressor pressura _,ratioe generally increase with higher turbine inlet;
'	 I temperatures,	 For	 he range of turbine inlet temperatures investigated,
^ 1255 to 1700°K (1800 to 2600 °F), it was determined that for be{3ti-c^^bined-
^
c cle efficient	 andusin	 convection im in ement sir-cooled. vas
^	 ^'	 y	 Y.	 g	 P	 g	 1,^
^,	 _. 
,_urbine





^^ The differences^n COE obtained with varying steam`cyclf=con-
^	 :^
I
figurations and nominal throttle steam conditions are small and^^n ma*.±;
,^
f cases less than the uncertainties inherent - in such astudy. - It was ob-
i^
_
served, however, that at the lower gas turbine inlet temperatures,; the '
j lower throttle pressure nonreheat and reheat steam cycles yielded a lower
t	 I
;; COE. -For the lower throttle pressure reheat steam bottoming: plants, for '
example Q. 997 MPa /811°K/811°K (1450 psig/1000°F/1000°F), no parametric
^ optimizations were perfo>med. 	 Further investigation of these cycles and. .'^;
` comparison with the: -8.618 Ida/783°K (1250 psig/950°F) bottoming cycle ^^
_	 j ^ would be quite useful.
	 At the higher gas turbine inlet temperatures, the ^-^
I
'^ higher pressure reheat steam cycles showed the lower G0E with the gas ^`
` ^<	










The use o €: steam induction generally results, `in a high cycle
-i,
^ efficiency and a lower COE:`=In the case where multiple induction was
t assumed, in conjunction with a reheat 'steam, cycle, the use of the first
;r=^
(^ I^
induction is most significant in lowering the overall COE.
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steam cycle arrangement is less sensitive to an increased COE withsup-
F




'Heat rejection to the atmosphere by means of wet and dry . cool-
'' ink towers results in a higher COE than does the - use of- a once-through t
r	
!, 	 r cooling system.. The most significant_increase occurs in conjunction with.
` the-use of dry cooling towers; the COE`is nearly 4y higher with this ar-
0.,
rangement than with the once-through .method.:-
The use of integrated .sow-Btu - coal gasif cation offers superior ^	 3
r	 s
COE 'performance for base-load duty, as compared with a coral-derived dis- a
;^	 ^.{ tillate fueled combined cycle,	 .Based on an_80% capacity fac[or,, and
}
x
using coal-derived distillate fuel^ar,$2.46/GJ ($2..60/10 6 Btu.) . compared
,^
with^,.Illnois No. 6, bituminous coal at $0.806/GJ ($0.85/10 6 Btu), the ^	 '
r




rate electricity at a nearly 30% lower cost than the i;orfesponding plant- ,
burning distillate•.	 At capacity factors down to approximately 0.45, the
,:	 i





^ 6.7.2	 Recommendations ^	 r`
r
^ It is recommended that a continued conceptual design effort: be `i;	 ^	 '
i
i^	 .^`
applied in the following areas in order to achieve maximum benefit fxom ^	 _;^




6.7.2,1	 Induction Steam Turbine Generator ^?
Induction stc^zm
	 urbnes have been built and successfully
_ operated for some time in smaller sizes.
	 Comparable experience in ^,axge




into theconfigurations and operational requirements (particularly with
_,
^'
^' regard to control and. turbine protection) of the induction steam turbine
;.	 ,,,.
will be required.. }^
,,	 ,#
6.7.2,2	 Gas Turbine Inlet Temperature
r
^'^^`
^- -`Gas turbines currently-operate at appxaximately 1366°K (2000°F) :; ^
,_






















^^ -	 ^	 ^
.^
+.
f service.	 Analysis shows , continued improvement in the. COEiwith increasingM
^' turbine inlet temperatures.	 A continued design and development'effort
^.
^. with advanced gas turbine blading materials .and cooling techn,q^es will
be required in order to realize the benefits concommitan[ with higher
- turbine inlet temperatures.
	 The conceptual design of an'advanced '.
combined-cycle plant with an integrated.. gasification system based on .
P high-temperature gas turbine technology should be ,continued.
,;
6.7.2.3
	 Integrated Coal Gasificat^nn System
• 
',^ °.
Satisfactory service with an integrated combined-cycle gasifi-- ':
-`	 ^ 'cation system has not been demonstrated.
	 Futther, existing commercially
^,	 ^




cycle operation.:	 Therefore,. continued development of the integrated: coal
;
gasification subsystem: is needed.
	 It is particularly necessary that-
^ development of efficient gas cleanup ,methods be emphasized to ensure com-
F patbility with gas turbine ` engine requirements.
,,
Just as a continuing, vigorous effort toward developing higher
turbine inlet temperatures is essential to realize continued benefits ^`
from gas turbine technology advances, the fact should not be overlooked
that today's combined cycles operating at turbine :inlet temperatures of
- about 1366°K (2000°F), continuous duty, compare most favorably iu <terms .' ,^
of thermodynamic. efficiency ..with conventional power generati^ ►g modes.	 2n
t'
'order'to.bring to fruition as quickly as possible the benefits of the j
combined-cycle plant with an integrated coal gasification system, atten- ^	 1;
Lion should be directed to doupling current coal gasification .technology '4'
^^^ith more moderate advances 'in gas turbine technology than those indi- '
Gated by the arbitrary upper turbine inlet temperature bounds of this '";.
^ parametric study.
	 A conceptual design effort aimed at early implementa-
k
tion of an integrated combined-cycle plant with turbine inlek tempera- ,t.,





















.m. f ^^'. a .,^,r ^ '[`^^ _ t x ^	 ^... ^	 ^	 ^	 ,fix	 ^^^^T'!'Y'I^^.^^il	
^ ^r
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